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Abstract  
The International Touring Organ (ITO), built by Marshall & Ogletree and designed by Cameron 
Carpenter, is a portable, full-scale digital organ centered around the concept of deepening the 
relationship between the organ and the organist. With its hybridized technical nature combining 
the sounds of historically significant instruments and its unique ability to be sonically tailorable to 
nearly any acoustic environment, the ITO possesses the potential to redefine the boundaries of 
organ performance without physical limitations. Unfortunately, the instrument’s full range of 
capabilities have remained largely misunderstood and unanalyzed. The primary objective of this 
work will be to address these logistical obscurities within historical contexts in order to better 
understand how the ITO could impact concert organ performance and technique in the 21st century.  
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Part I  
The Expressive Potential of the International Touring Organ 
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Chapter 1 
The Birth of the International Touring Organ  
Introduction and History  
Over the past few centuries, musicians have developed increasingly sophisticated means 
to manipulate and control the sonic realm, oftentimes in order to better reflect their own emotions 
and experiences. In this pursuit, society has developed complex and innovative ways to perform, 
notate, and perceive music, substantially improving communication between the performer and 
the listener. The advent of increasingly advanced technology has opened up a plethora of diverse 
possibilities for electronic sound production, including for the simulation – and, in some cases, 
replacement of acoustic instruments. The organ, one of the oldest instruments in human history, 
dating back to the 3rd century BCE1, is one of the most notable examples of an instrument whose 
structure and design have substantially changed as technology has evolved. From the water organs 
of ancient Greece to the digital organ of the modern age, the instrument has taken many forms 
over the course of its history. Despite its existence for over two millennia, the common stereotype 
of the organ as a primarily religious instrument combined with the substantial costs and skills 
required to maintain them, have resulted in diminishing public enthusiasm over the last few 
decades.  
With clear evidence of the decline in both organ interest and performance in the 21st 
century, never has there been a more appropriate time to explore emerging technology to revive 
an endangered field.1-4 Digital organs can be particularly attractive to the modern organist because 
they are relatively inexpensive, require substantially less maintenance, and can potentially produce 
a greater variety of sounds compared to their non-digital counterparts.4 Furthermore, computer 
processing power, recording abilities, and sound system design have greatly improved the 
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authenticity of the digital sound over the last few years.6-8 One of the most notable examples of 
this involves the creation of Marshall and Ogletree’s (M&O) Op.8, the International Touring 
Organ (ITO), which combines the authenticity of traditional organ performance with state-of-the-
art digital technology.  
The International Touring Organ was commissioned and designed by the organist, 
Cameron Carpenter, in 2013. Created for the purpose of Carpenter performing on “a world-class 
organ which could be easily moved from place to place” (M&O website Op.8), the instrument 
contains over 200 speaking stops and is a combination of a 5-manual classical concert organ and 
a 2-manual theatre organ, an odd and otherwise uncommon design. The M&O organ console was 
engineered and built by R.A. Colby, Inc., weighs over 2000 pounds, and is unique in its ease of 
portability and sonically tailorable “geographic” audio system. A visual of the instrument is 
presented in Figure 1.1. Its creators state that the instrument has the potential to redefine the 
boundaries of modern organ performance and that its design is revolutionary, but little research 
has been done to directly explore how the ITO could impact the future of the organ world, if at 
all.7-8 With this in mind, the primary objective of this work will be to identify innovative 
technological elements of the ITO’s design and determine the potential implications those 
advancements could have on organ performance, design, and technique in the 21st century. 
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Technical Overview of the International Touring Organ  
The ITO system consists of three major components: the five-manual console, the 
computer engines, and the multichannel speaker array (or “geographic audio system”) (Figure 
1.2). The first element consists of the portable five-manual console which is connected to three 
engines (computers known “racks”), which then each control a distinct set of speakers within the 
“geographic” audio system (GAS). The ITO is not a digital synthesizer. The instrument’s engines 
are necessary because they house the sample libraries of actual pipe organ recordings that the ITO 
uses in concert performances. The console controls the engines and is differentiated by specialized 
divisions (Great, Swell, Positive, Accompaniment, Bombarde, Orchestral, Echo, and Pedal). 
Together, these divisions contain over 200 unique stops from over 34 different organs around the 
world that can be easily reprogramed and adjusted according to the performer’s preferences 
(Appendix A). The ITO computer engines act as the heart of the instrument in that they house the 
sample playback mechanism, reverb system, and power distributors. These are connected to the 
Figure 1.1: Cameron Carpenter playing the International Touring Organ. Pictured in the background are 
speakers of the geographic audio system (left and right) and two of the ITO’s engines (middle). 
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console via an Ethernet cable to provide a nearly instantaneous response to the performer’s 
gestures. Finally, all of the instrument’s sounds are generated by a spatialized speaker array 
according to a customizable channel configuration. Historically, 24-, 36-, 48-, and 68-channel 
configurations have been the most common ones used. Besides varying the channel configurations, 
the GAS speakers can also be organized in nearly any arrangement to maximize the effects of 
specific stops or mimic the design of historical instruments.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each of the major components of the ITO has its own respective performer interface. These 
are different interactive audio and visual cues that are unique in their ability to aid the performer 
in manipulating the instrument on a multitude of fronts (Figure 1.3). The primary interface, 
represented solely by visual cues consists of a series of warning lights (each with unique 
coloration) for preprogramed stops, couplers, and shoes (expression shades as well as the master 
crescendo). Together, these provide the organist with an idea of what specific information is being 
sent to the engines of the ITO. The secondary interface can be accessed via a program editor 
uniquely designed for the ITO. This system, comprising of audio and visual cues, acts to display 
how the programming relates to the GAS. Here, the performer has access to a variety of different 
sonic parameters ranging from the digital chest and chamber definitions of the instrument to which 
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channels specific stops will sound in. An example of the parameters available to the organist is 
presented in Figure 1.3. The tertiary interface provided by the GAS, is the final component of the 
ITO control system. In this realm, a set of 10 mobile carts (each with 8 speakers) and eight specialty 
subwoofers project the sound produced by the engines into the performance environment.   
 
Figure 1.3: Performance interfaces in the ITO. Individual stops and pistons can be activated (upper right), editable 
parameters in the program editor (upper left), and speakers that project sound within the geographic audio system 
(lower) 
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Sonic Control within the International Touring Organ  
In addressing sonic control across all organs, three primary control mechanisms will be 
evaluated: the console, the key action (this mechanism as it is found in traditional organs is 
presented in Figure 1.4), and the sound generation system. Each of these mechanisms have their 
own respective performer interfaces that the organist can use to manipulate an instrument’s sound. 
Specifically in the ITO, the console consists of all the controls that the performer can access to 
shape the instrument’s sound in a performance. These include, but are not limited to, stop 
variability and accessibility, coupler combination 
possibilities, number of general pistons for 
registrations, and expression shade precision. The 
key action, which basically acts as a retrieval system 
for the ITO’s sample audio files, is dependent on 
decisions made at the console, but can also be further 
manipulated by the instrument’s program editor 
(Figure 1.3) and engine interface (Figure 1.5). These 
performer interfaces will be discussed in greater 
detail in Chapter 3. The final control mechanism to 
be evaluated is the ITO’s portable sound generation 
system (GAS). However, before the specifics of the 
ITO’s sound system can be explored, it is important to 
first discuss the elements of general sound system 
design.  
Figure 1.4: The typical key action of a tracker 
pipe organ  
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While there is no one “perfect” way to design a 
sound system, there are several elements that make their 
sound projection more optimal. These would include 
avoiding any undue attention to certain voices, tones, or 
articulations over other generated sounds, maintaining the 
nuance of the performance, and reflecting a dynamic range 
appropriate to the music in question. In short, systems 
should provide their audiences with a sense of realism and 
transparency5. In doing this, one of the most critical 
elements of any sound system, of course, are the speakers 
themselves. In the case of electronic instruments, the 
frequency response, dynamic range, and placement of the 
speakers will have dramatic effects on the resultant sound.  
As of the time of this paper, the ITO’s speaker array (GAS) consists of 80 individual 
speakers, amplifiers, cables, power cables, and stands (carts) that come together to project the 
actual sound of the ITO into its acoustic environment. All of these ITO components are portable 
and can be positioned in any orientation, providing the performer with significant control over the 
projection of the organ’s sound. In addition, the amount of reverberation (or lack thereof) of a 
performance space can be augmented with the ITO’s built-in reverb and delay effects. The clarity 
and voicing of the ITO’s sound can also be adjusted using multiple channel configurations for the 
GAS. These can include any number of channels up until a 72-channel configuration, which 
currently maximizes the ITO’s engines’ processing power. Furthermore, as the computational 
processing power of the instrument increases, the total number of unique audio channels will 
Figure 1.5: A view of the engine control 
interfaces in the ITO.  
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likewise expand.8, 9 The ITO operates entirely on the Linux operating system, which offers several 
benefits over other operating systems. Most crucially, the mutable nature of Linux means that, as 
the Linux coding and computing abilities improve, so will the processing power of the ITO. While 
the ITO could potentially adopt other operating systems like Windows, Mac OS, or UNIX (of 
which Linux is the most similar to), Linux has a number of advantages that strongly contribute to 
instrument’s flexibility. Simply put, Linux is free, stable, and versatile. The operating system’s 
source code is available to the public and anyone can do anything with it. This has led to 
developments over the last few years that have enabled Linux’s stability to be remarkably more 
enhanced compared to other operating systems like Windows.10 Furthermore, this stability has 
enabled the system to be incorporated into a variety of technological platforms, including the ITO.  
The ITO’s utilization of this flexible, yet stable operating system provides the instrument 
with a considerable advantage compared to instruments designed by other contemporary organ 
builders like Allen and Hammond. In their instruments, their operating systems have remained 
largely inert because their coding and operating systems are both immutable and outdated 
compared to the technology being used in modern digital performance culture. 8 In contrast, the 
ITO’s utilization of a public operating system like Linux, means that any improvements to the 
system will ultimately translate to enhancing the computational abilities of the ITO. Linux, as well 
as other technological elements of the ITO, will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.  
Distinctive Features of the ITO  
While there are a number of musical and structural characteristics that distinguish the ITO 
from traditional pipe organs, only a few of these features enable the instrument to take on its own 
niche in the digital performance community. These concepts will be explored at great length 
throughout this text and include, but are not limited to:  
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1. Instrumental Portability  
2. Acoustic Adaptability  
3. Expansion of Stylistic Performance and Organ Literature  
4. Authenticity and the Illusion of Authenticity  
5. Instrument and Performer Image 
When evaluating these themes holistically, it is apparent that the ITO’s design attempts to redefine 
the historical boundaries of classical concert organ performance. The instrument achieves this 
through its approach to the intersection of digital technology and musical performance, as well as 
its efforts to preserve the longstanding traditions of the organ’s two-thousand-year history. While 
it is currently unclear as to whether or not this combination can revive the public’s interest in the 
organ and change the trajectory of the instrument’s performance style, the ITO’s utilization of 
powerful and adaptable technology is revealing of the aesthetic trends and cultural boundaries 
governing concert performance in the 21st century. To fully understand the expressive potential of 
this instrument then, it is necessary to examine the musical and cultural history of the organ leading 
up to the ITO’s conception and performance on a global stage. These concepts are the subject of 
the following chapter.  
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Chapter 2 
The Evolution of Organ Design: The Transition from the Physical to Digital Realm 
The Organ as Mirror of its Time  
The evolution of organ design spans over two millennia and the instrument’s form and 
function have varied substantially since the ancient water organs invented by Ctesibius of 
Alexandria were used in the 3rd century BCE.1 The architecture, sounds, and complexity of the 
instruments that have developed since have captivated both musicians and audiences throughout 
history and their diverse and polymorphous nature has led some musicologists like Dr. Kerala 
Snyder to describe the organ as “a mirror of its time”.2 Snyder argues that organs “have stories to 
tell about the times in which they were built that go far beyond the music that was played on them”, 
suggesting their physical manifestations are combinations of social, political, and cultural 
influences projected by the societies that built them. Their temperaments, tuning, and design 
emulate the aesthetics of historical movements, their institutional ties reflect their patrons, and 
their technology mirrors the breadth of societal scientific thought and understanding.1, 2 In that 
same vein, it must follow that the organ’s ideological, technological, and cultural past must be 
considered in order to better understand how the ITO came into existence and what consequences 
may come from its creation.  
Cameron Carpenter, its primary performer and creator, emphasized that his vision for the 
ITO was “to keep the best of the classical organ – its emotional magnitude, its sonic range, its 
coloristic drama – but to liberate these from the pipe organ’s immobility, its moving parts, its cost, 
its institutionality.” He goes on to say that “I want the ‘American Classic’ cathedral organ to 
combine with its counterpart, the cinema organ, in a single instrument. It has to have the cathedral 
organ’s expansiveness, and the Wurlitzer’s clarity, rapidity and audacity.” While its creator’s 
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vision may be clear, the ITO’s materialization as well as the specific influences that contributed to 
its design have not been well documented. In this chapter, these obscurities will be addressed in 
historical contexts in order to determine what the ITO’s creation could indicate about the direction 
of organ performance, technique, and composition in the 21st century.  
Transitioning from the Physical to the Digital 
Throughout its two-thousand-year history, there are have been five major periods 
(antiquity, medieval, classical, romantic, and modern) that have shaped the development of the 
organ’s abilities and purpose in society. These movements and their subsequent impact on the 
instrument, its technique, and capabilities are summarized in Figure 2.1. While many texts have 
been written that detail the panoply of historical organ building and design, Aristide Cavaillé-Coll 
will be the focal point of this section in order to relate the ITO’s development to that of the history 
of the organ itself. To many organ historians, Aristide Cavaillé-Coll was the most influential organ 
builder of the 19th century.4-6 Cavaillé-Coll pioneered countless innovations in the art and science 
of organ building that extended far beyond the profession and continued to influence organ 
building and composition into the 20th century.  
Having built nearly 500 organs (One of his most recognizable instruments is shown in 
Figure 2.2), mostly in France, but also throughout Western Europe (excluding Germany) and 
South America5, Cavaillé-Coll’s desires to change the organ and improve its capabilities closely 
parallel those of the ITO’s creator, Cameron Carpenter. Cavaillé-Coll was notable for creating 
symphonic organs that could replicate the sounds of other instruments and he is credited as the 
inventor of several organ sounds, ranks, and stops like the flûte harmonique.4, 5 Like many great 
innovators of the past, Cavaillé-Coll worked alongside leading scientists and mathematicians in 
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Antiquity  
3rd century BCE to 13th 
century 
Earliest instruments 
developed in Greece – 
“Hydraulis”. Evidence 
suggests origin in the 3rd 
century BCE.10  
 
Archeological 
excavations hint that 
earliest organs were used 
in festivals, circuses, and 
in elite/royal homes 
throughout Europe and 
the Byzantine Empire.25   
 
 
 
Renaissance and Baroque  
15th to the 18th century  
During the Renaissance and Baroque periods, 
the organ's tonal colors became more varied. 
Organ builders fashioned stops that imitated 
various instruments, such as 
the krummhorn and the viola da gamba.  
 
The Baroque period is often thought of as 
organ building's "golden age", as virtually 
every important refinement was brought to a 
culminating art.13 
 
Different national styles of organ building 
began to develop, often due to changing 
political climates.14 
 
Modern Era 
Late 19th century to present  
The development of pneumatic and 
electro-pneumatic key actions in the 
late 19th century made it possible to 
locate the console independently of 
the pipes, greatly expanding the 
possibilities in organ design.  
 
Electric stop actions were also 
developed, which allowed 
sophisticated combination actions to 
be created. Electric organ developed 
– Allen and Rodgers come into 
existence.15 
The Birth of the Organ Reform 
Movement.  
 
Medieval  
13th to the 15th century  
Portable organs (the portative and the positive organ) 
were invented in the Middle Ages.11 
 
Its portability made the portative useful for the 
accompaniment of both sacred and secular music in a 
variety of settings. 
 
Large organs such as the one installed in 1361 
in Halberstadt, Germany.   
 
The first documented permanent organ installation12 
 
Romantic  
18th to the 19th century 
The organ became more symphonic, capable of creating a 
gradual crescendo  
 
New technologies and the work of organ builders such 
as Eberhard Friedrich  
Walcker, Aristide Cavaillé-Coll, and Henry Willis made it 
possible to build larger organs with more stops, more 
variation in sound and timbre, and more divisions.  
 
Favorability of high pressure wind stops14 
 
3rd Century BCE 21st Century CE 
Figure 2.1: A Brief History of the Organ  
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order to expand musical understanding of pipe design, their pressure systems, as well as the 
mechanics governing these processes.5 A number of his mechanical improvements to the organ 
include, but are not limited to:  
 Replacing the Grand-Chœur manual as the lowest manual instead of positif, and included 
couplers that allowed the entire tonal resources of the organ to be played from the Grand-
Chœur.  
 Refining the English swell box system – increased compositional potential for 
expression.  
 Creating an entire family of stops devoted to orchestral expression (i.e. bassoon, oboe, 
and English horn)  
 Popularizing the harmonic flute stop, which, together with the montre1, the gambe 2 and 
the bourdon3, formed the fonds (foundations) of the organ.  
 Voicing advancements that favored high pressurization and the utilization of Barker 
Levers (a device that made it possible to couple all the manuals together and play on the 
full organ without expending a great deal of effort – seen in Figure 2.3)  
Taken together, these changes transformed the organ world in a time where a majority of 
the French organs had fallen into a state of disrepair following the revolutionary war from 1792-
1802.6 While the global organ community of the 21st century has not been hindered by war, there 
has been a considerable decline in both organ study and public interest in organ performance.7, 8  
With the decline of organ jeopardizing the longevity and advent of 21st century concert organist 
                                                          
1 A type of organ stop. Normally considered to be a diapason or “backbone” stop (Williams and Owen).  
2 A string stop on the organ. Named after the baroque instrument, viola da gamba, this stop is one of the earliest 
string stops for the organ. (Williams and Owen)  
3 A wide-scaled flute stop on the organ (Williams and Owen) 
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careers, Carpenter’s attempts to revolutionize what an organ in the modern era is capable of 
parallels Cavaillé-Coll’s efforts to shift the instrument in a new direction. As will be the focus of 
later chapters, the ITO represents a more personable form of the organ that incorporates cutting-
edge digital technology into a highly adaptable and portable sonic system capable of preserving 
the instrument’s identity through its utilization of historical pipe organ sounds while 
simultaneously providing its performers with an advantage in overcoming the growing challenges 
faced by traditional concert organists in the 21st century.  
Taruskin on the Limits of Authenticity 
The introduction of the ITO to the global stage in 2014 has not been without criticism from 
organ purists (these activists and others will be described in Chapter 7), who resist Carpenter’s 
progressivist efforts to change the identity of what it means to be an organ. These traditional 
instrumentalists advocate that the pipe organ can never be superseded by technology as they claim 
the organ’s natural sound can never be perfectly replicated with character.9 Some purists have 
Figure 2.2: The grand pipe organ of the Basilica of Sacré-Cœur de Montmartre built by Cavaillé-Coll in 1898.  
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argued that electronic organs are “simulacrum 
of the organ” and that such instruments cannot 
ever sound like the organs they replace because 
they have no wind and the laws of physics 
governing the sound source forbid it, yet the 
ITO is not the traditional electronic organ.10 The 
ITO’s virtual winding system (described in 
Chapter 3) is a complex modeling system that 
operates to provide the otherwise purely digital 
instrument with a sense of realism. Carpenter 
describes these mechanical transitions from the physical to digital as “an attempt to overcome 
forces like gravity. Digital technology finally removes the necessity for mechanical operation all 
together. Only the sound remains.”11 For Carpenter, the stationary pipes of traditional organs are 
an innate challenge to the modern organist. Whereas purists may value the idiosyncratic array of 
moving parts, air columns, friction, and inertia associated with physical pipes, Carpenter argues 
that these characteristics are “rooted in a physical object that does not travel” and that this “robs 
an organist of the intimate relationship that invariably develops between a player and his or her 
instrument.”11  
Yet for those who challenge the authenticity of Carpenter’s ITO and performance ideology, 
it is informative to consider the limits of authenticity as posed by the musicologist Dr. Richard 
Taruskin. In his work, Text and Act, Taruskin argues that true “authenticity is knowing what you 
mean and whence comes that knowledge. More than that, even, authenticity is knowing what you 
are, and acting in accordance with that knowledge.”12 If this one perspective is taken into account, 
Figure 2.3: A Schematic of the complex “Barker 
Lever” used in the mechanical systems of organs 
designed by   Cavaillé-Coll  
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Carpenter’s ideology concerning the organ stands on solid ground as his career and success as a 
concert organist has been nearly defined by his utilization of the ITO, of him acting on his 
principles. However, Taruskin also alludes that authenticity is more than simple rejection of the 
mainstream, as this “will only produce a vacuum”. He argues that within the musical realm, 
authenticity requires history to be taken into account, but that “the object is not to duplicate the 
sounds of the past, for if that were [the] aim, we would never know whether we had succeeded.”12 
In this vein, where the ITO lacks authenticity in its utilization of historical sounds that seek to 
mimic and embody the organs that came before it, it makes up for this in the innovative and 
hybridized abilities the ITO grants its performers. While Taruskin argues that “an impersonation 
of anything, after all, is the opposite of authentic,” the ITO and ultimately Carpenter’s ideology as 
a performer are authentic not because of Carpenter’s utilization of digital technology, historical 
sampling, or even the instrument’s advantageous adaptable nature, but rather because of what 
Taruskin describes as the “startling shock of newness.” The ITO is innovative and authentic 
because it is able to reconcile Carpenter’s performance style, musical demands, and artistic identity 
all within a single instrument, while simultaneously directly overcoming the growing challenges 
faced by organists in the 21st century, something no organ in history has been able to accomplish 
until now.  
The Municipal Organ as a Vehicle to Bridge the “American Classic” and Theatre Organs  
The Voice of Minneapolis 
The ITO is far more complex than a hybrid combining the stylistic color and sounds of the 
“American Classic” and theatre organ; it can be more accurately described as a chimeric instrument 
representing the grandeur of municipal organs that dominated the US in the first half of the 
twentieth century. Carpenter describes its most substantial influence as the Great Kimball Organ 
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that was situated in the Minneapolis 
Auditorium in Minnesota (Figure 2.4). 
Known famously as the “Voice of 
Minneapolis”, the instrument gave its 
performer incredible flexibility in playing 
as the organ could be controlled by two 
stylistically different consoles (Figure 2.5). 
The first, echoing the “American Classic” 
aesthetic, consisted of a “concert” console that had access to all but one of the 120+ ranks from 5 
manuals. The second console, the “theatre” console, had access to over 20 unit ranks from 4 
manuals (The instrument’s specification can be found in Appendix B).13 Designed and installed 
by Harry Iverson in 1928, the instrument, with all of its performance capabilities, was 
unfortunately rarely used in public performances and in the decades following installation, it was 
largely neglected and eventually torn down.13 While the Minneapolis Kimball may exist only a 
memory of its former self, there are many parallels that can be drawn between it and the ITO.  
 
Figure 2.4: The Minneapolis Auditorium  
Figure 2.5: The two performance consoles of the Minneapolis Kimball. The left features the classic concert 
console and the right shows the theatre console and its recognizable horseshoe shape. 
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The first of these is the concept that an organ containing two stylistically different consoles 
and pipes can be unified in a single instrument. Although two console organ systems are relatively 
rare in the music community, this Kimball installation set an important precedent that organs could 
provide their performers with enormous artistic flexibility and freedom through an instrument that 
combined distinct stylistic schools within the organ field. The second major parallel between the 
Minneapolis Kimball and the ITO concerns their practicality. The largest single instrument 
designed by the esteemed Chicago-based Kimball Firm now sits in storage until a “better idea” is 
thought of that would guarantee greater public access and performance opportunities than the 
originally-planned chamber site allowed. While a simple cost-effective solution that can bring the 
Minneapolis Kimball Organ back to life is still far from attainable, the instrument’s dismantling 
emphasizes the significance and the need to create a new brand of large organs that can be 
practically used and still provide organists with a diverse sonic pallet. The ITO does exactly that 
and builds upon this idea through its portability and adaptable, yet sonically-tailorable geographic 
audio system. Furthermore, by taking the designs and styles of the two Kimball consoles, 
combining them into a single performance interface, and digitizing the instrument, Carpenter is 
able to expand his vision for municipal organs with the creation of an organ that is practical, yet 
powerfully unique.  
The American Classic and Orgelbewegung 
While the ITO has many stylistic influences, the concept of the “American Classic” and 
theatre organ are most apparent in its design. The American Classic organ was part of a movement 
that sought to return to design principles of the 18th century, particularly concerning the 
development of clean diapason choruses encapsulated by brilliant mixtures as advocated by 
individuals of the organ reform movement.14These instruments developed as a reaction to the 
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symphonic and romantic-style organs developed by Cavaillé-Coll and other contemporaries that 
had grown to consume the world of organ performance in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 
Spearheaded by George Donald Harrison and many others, the Organ Reform Movement, 
otherwise known as Orgelbewegung, originated in Germany and was influential in the United 
States from the 1930s-1970s. In addition, the movement was strongly influenced by music scholar 
and organist, Albert Schweitzer’s championing of historical instruments, which claimed to judge 
an organ’s fitness as its ability to perform with polyphonic baroque music with clarity.15-18These 
instruments emphasized the vertical style of tone registration as no pitch was duplicated in the 
same octave and ensembles within them were “crowned with mixtures.”16 Carpenter himself 
describes movement as “extensively damaging”19, since it effectively reversed hundreds of years 
of technological innovations in organs all around the world. Low wind pressures were revived in 
an effort to take away from the smoothness of the symphonic organ, casework was eschewed in 
favor of open standing pipework, and shuttered swell boxes became less common.16  The 
movement declined in the 1980s as many scholars advocated that the retrogression was more 
“dogmatic than musical.”17-18 In the years that followed, many of the alterations that movement 
executed on pre-movement instruments were reversed to support a wider range of repertoire. The 
pipe organs of Auckland Town Hall20, Princeton University Chapel21, and Chicago’s Rockefeller 
Chapel22 are just a few examples of instruments that were reversed.  
In relating the Organ Reform Movement to the ITO, Carpenter emphasized his instrument’s 
development was corrective rather than reactionary. In a time where people were questioning what 
the essence of the organ was as an instrument, Carpenter utilized the movement’s cultural ideology 
as a means to justify the creation of an organ that was both intellectually stimulating and 
adaptable.19 To him, the Organ Reform Movement was a form of cultural escapism and the purist 
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attempts to bring the organ back to a time of greater simplicity parallel his own efforts to change 
the direction of the organ performance in the 21st century. While it is likely that the rise of global 
nationalism, rampant political destabilization, and mass warfare contributed to the cultural 
ideology that encouraged organ builders and performers of the mid-20th century to try to find new 
ways to put their past behind them, their efforts are not that different than the ITO’s creator’s 
attempts to redefine how the organ is understood in a world consumed by ever-advancing 
technology. Particularly in a climate of both declining public interest in the organ and its study, 
the 21st century organ community is uniquely suited for the development of an instrument like the 
ITO, not only because it has the potential to revive organ performance by removing barriers 
associated with concert playing (described in Chapter 6), but because it could set a new standard 
for organs that values the implementation of advanced technology into their instrument designs.  
The Theatre Organ 
Between 1911 and 1940, over 7000 theatre organs were installed throughout the United 
States, but at the dawn of the 21st century, fewer than 40 instruments remain in their original 
venues.23 Initially used to substitute for house orchestras during intermissions, the theatre organ 
came to supersede orchestra in their use for silent films because it was more practical for a single 
organist to improvise a flexible accompaniment to the action on the screen. Many characteristics 
that came to define the theatre organ in the early 20th century can be linked back to technological 
innovations developed by the organ builder and pioneer of the use of electricity in organs, Robert 
Hope-Jones.24 Although traditional organs and their theatre organ counterparts tend to have the 
same number of pipes, theatre organs tend to be louder because they are built to larger scales and 
blown on higher wind pressure.23-24 Furthermore, there are a number of stops and sounds that are 
characteristic to the American theatre organ. These include, but are not limited to a number of 
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associated Hope-Jones innovations: the Tibia Clausa 4, keen-sounding string-toned stops, the pedal 
diaphone, strongly fluctuating tremulants, and numerous percussion stops like drums, cymbals, 
and chimes.23  
The influence of the American theatre organ on the ITO is readily apparent in any of its 
public performances. Although the ITO isn’t structured like a theatre organ because it’s not built 
on choruses, the bombarde division and its associated stops and sounds incorporated into the 
instrument’s design reflect the image of the theatre organ. In particular, the fifth manual of the 
ITO, the bombarde division contains the most signatory sounds of the American theatre organ 
including stops like the English Post Horn and Hope-Jones 32’ Diaphone.19 More than this, the 
ITO’s bombarde division follows the convention of the Great division of a representative theatre 
organ (essentially meaning the bombarde behaves as the Great division would on a theatre organ). 
Reconciling purpose with the structure of traditional theatre organs (3 manual), where the bottom 
manual serves as the accompaniment, the middle is the great division, and the top acts as the 
bombarde, the ITO’s top manual sonically mimics the great manual of the theatre organ despite its 
position as the ITO’s uppermost keyboard. In this sense, the ITO’s bombarde division contains 
unifications from nearly every stop and division in the organ, but also contains a plethora of 16’ 
and 8’ stops that are unified up and assembled from the available material to meet the demands of 
theatre organ melodies.  
Aside from the bombarde division mimicking the conventions of a representative great on 
the theatre organ, the ITO also directly contains a number of stops from its sample banks that are 
specifically derived from various theatre organs. In these instances, bombarde stops that make up 
                                                          
4 A large-scale, stopped wooden flute pipe normally featured in theatre organs.  
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the samples for the Tibia F, Tibia P, Clarinet, various strings, and Vox Erlkonig all came from the 
Hardman 4/38 Studio Wurlitzer.19 “The Mighty Wurlitzers”, which later came under the direction 
of Hope-Jones, were notable theatre pipe organs built from roughly 1914 to 1943. Hope-Jones’s 
concept of organists as “one man orchestras” was based on the principle that the organ was meant 
to imitate other instruments of the orchestra and the console should be detachable from the organ 
itself. Carpenter’s ITO has since expanded off of this concept with both respects. More about the 
ITO’s sonic mechanisms, portable sound system, and what this could mean for concert organist 
performance and technique will be presented in the following chapters.  
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Chapter 3 
Sonic Tailoring and Real-Time Sound Manipulation within the International Touring Organ 
Instrument Development and the Human-Computer Interaction   
The 20th century saw a rise in instrumental inventions which exploited a greater degree of 
freedom in their designs1, 2. Instruments by Leon Theremin (etherophone), Maurice Martenot 
(odnes Martenot), Oskar Sala (the trautonium), and Hugh Le Caine (special purpose tape recorder) 
are just a few examples whose designs contributed to the development of new musical repertoire 
and performance practices that opened up new possibilities for human expression. The advent of 
new technology inspired by these designs in the latter half of the 20th century began to create a 
technological barrier between the performer and the sound source itself. Instead of the 
instrumentalist simply taking one physical action to produce a sound, new instruments required 
manipulation before the projection of the final product. For example, the performer could make a 
gesture on an instrument and trigger a light receptor. This receptor would then be coupled to some 
other mechanistic action that prompts the conversion of information from light source to computer 
code. This code could then be interpreted or manipulated in the digital or electrical realm before 
being converted back into some form of audio output. This mechanistic divide, defined by 
conversions of both energy and information, created more space for manipulation. While this gave 
instrumentalist’s more musical flexibility, the direct decoupling of the performer from the sound 
source resulted in a loss of operational transparency, with many aspects of instruments being 
placed under computational or electrical control1.  
Because of this loss of operational transparency, understanding the human-computer 
interaction is essential to recognizing how sonic control and performer interfaces are connected in 
the ITO. Marcelo Wanderly, professor of music technology at McGill University defines the 
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Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) in electronic instruments as a combination of two 
components: performer input (control) and instrument response (feedback). This interaction takes 
place through an interface which translates real-time actions into signals that perform specific 
actions within the technology itself 1,3. These actions can also be described in terms of an 
“interaction loop.” Within this, there can be several modalities, or channels of communication, 
that facilitate how the performer input and instrumental response processes relate to one another. 
Physical gestures made by the performer are translated into digital information via a musical 
interface such as a keyboard, drum pad, or joystick, for example. The computer processes this 
information and then converts it into an audio or visual cue that acts as a useful feedback for the 
performer. Many of the ITO’s unique musical capabilities are a direct result of the sound bank’s 
samples existing in the digital realm, where they can be manipulated very quickly and efficiently 
by the program editor or engine interface. These relationships are visualized in Figure 3.1. 
This “interaction loop” can be further modified in a performance through adjustments made 
in real-time or prior to the performance. When describing the performer interactions in the ITO, a 
distinction should be made between those that are in real-time and those that are in non-real-time. 
The stops assigned to a specific manual, the percentage of an expression shade open, and the 
coupling of keyboards are just a few examples of parameters that can be adjusted in real-time in 
the ITO. Examples of parameters that are fixed (i.e. non-real-time) include the range of the 
Figure 3.1: The Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and the Interaction Loop 
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instrument’s sound in decibels, channeling configuration, and the audio system’s physical 
arrangement.  
Traditional organs have historically utilized the combinations of two mechanisms, the stop 
action and the key action (tracker action), in producing sound. In these instruments, the stop action 
tells the organ what stops are using the air from the wind chest, while the tracker action is the 
physical mechanism connecting the actual key and the wind chest. (See Figure 1.4). Contrary to 
this system, the ITO uses three mechanisms in harnessing sound: the stop action, retrieval action, 
and sound generation action.4 The stop action tells the ITO’s engines which stops are active, the 
retrieval action concerns the conversion of information from the console to the sample libraries 
housed in the ITO’s central computers, and the sound generation action describes the process of 
relaying selected samples from the engines to the speaker array. These actions connect the 
performer interfaces of the ITO that were previously described in Chapter 1 (See Figure 1.2) and 
can be further regulated by real time (RT) and non-real time (NRT) control mechanisms.  
Non-Real-Time Sonic Control Mechanisms in the International Touring Organ  
Non-real-time parameters can be accessed and altered directly at the console, the program 
editor (a component of the central computer), and by the engine technology itself. The performer 
can also manipulate the arrangement of the speaker array itself since the speaker system is mobile 
(Figure 3.6). The unique sonic possibilities of the ITO”s mobile speaker array will be discussed 
further in Chapter 4.  
The Console 
Particularly unique to the ITO’s console, are its Alternate Stops TM available to the 
organist5.  While the ITO features an impressive array of different built-in stops, an element of the 
traditional pipe organ that admits pressurized air to a set of organ pipes, the ITO also contains 
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Alternate Stops TM, which are customizable and reprogrammable digital stops that can be 
programed to a physical stop within each of the instrument’s divisions. Standard organs contain a 
fixed number of pipes, with each division being immutable in terms of its contents (i.e. the type of 
pipes in an organ remain the same) 6, 7. Many large organ consoles have also suffered from stop 
crowding that makes it difficult for the performer to easily access stops during a performance 
without the aid of an assistant or a combination piston8. Alternate Stops however, eliminate these 
limitations by allowing access to multiple stops via a single button. For example, before a 
performance, the organist can search through a digital archive of stops within each division and 
program one of these to a physical stop on the console. There is one alternate stop for each division 
in the ITO and they are visibly distinguishable from the other stops on the console.  
The ITO also contains Magic Couplers™ which allow the player to group sounds together 
from anywhere on the instrument in ways that would be impossible on a standard organ. For 
example, stops from any division (like the echo) can be paired with stops from other divisions 
Figure 3.2: A Preliminary Draft of the International Touring Organ Console as designed by R.A. Colby 
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(accompaniment and pedal) without mechanical restrictions (i.e. divisional combinations are set 
and immutable) that commonly found in traditional pipe organs. Magic Couplers can be activated 
on any manual or pedal with a single control5. These couplers are organized according to division 
(great, swell, pedal, etc.) and are localized at the top of the console, superior to the manuals, in a 
location that is easily accessible to organist (Figure 3.3). They also feature sub- (16’) and super-
couplers (4’) which can add brightness or gravity, respectively, to the manuals they control. These 
Magic Couplers™, with their unrestricted combinatory capabilities, have the potential to create a 
plethora of timbres and colors on the ITO that have never been used in existing organ repertoire. 
Carpenter himself has already employed a number of novel registrations in his own compositions 
and transcriptions, with pieces such as “If You Could Read My Mind” and “Pure Imagination” 
featuring chimeric, multicolored tonal and non-tonal registrations that combine elements of the 
Figure 3.3 A schematic of the performer’s view of the ITO console, with the couplers organized according to 
division above the manuals. 
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traditional pipe and American theatre organ respectively9. These stop combinations will be further 
described in Chapter 7 on aesthetics.  
Another novel feature of the ITO’s console is its ability to operate in different 
temperaments and keys using M&O’s Sweet Key™ system, an otherwise impossible task on 
traditional organs. Tuning a pipe organ is a timely and otherwise expensive task that requires 
careful precision in order to maintain the integrity of the instrument6, 7. These restrictions are 
effectively eliminated with Sweet Key™, which allows the ITO’s performer to imitate and perform 
with period instruments in ahistorical ways. While most organs are tuned to equal temperament, 
the ITO’s sound files can be adjusted so that the instrument can mimic the tuning systems of older 
organs. For example, most 17th century organs were built using mean tone temperament (different 
then standard equal temperament), where the major thirds are perfectly in tune, but 4ths and 5ths 
are compromised. The early organ music of J.S. Bach and Dieterich Buxtehude was thought to 
Figure 3.4: The ITO as a three-manual “baroque” organ for an all-Bach program at NordArt, an art museum in 
Rendsburg, Germany. Photo by Cameron Carpenter.  
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have been played on organs that used modified mean tone temperament, but this varied widely by 
region. Other well-known tuning systems included the Silbermann temperament that was used in 
English organs until the mid-19th century.21 Throughout the ITO’s performance career, the 
instrument has played in a number of all-Bach concerts where it has mimicked these earlier tuning 
systems (See Figure 3.4).  While the technology behind this is beyond the scope of this text, the 
mechanics and acoustic possibilities that arise from this temperamental flexibility will be discussed 
in greater detail in chapter 4.  
The Engines 
The ITO’s communication systems are governed by a massive parallel processing system 
regulated by three computer racks or engines. These engines also store a number of important 
computational elements for both its functionality and musicality, including the M&O tone 
generators, sound bank data (a collection of sound recordings), amplifiers, and the reverb system. 
Unlike synthesizers, the ITO does not generate sounds from scratch, but instead utilizes 
professional organ samples recorded by M&O with 4 to 6 microphones. Both close-mikes and 
room-mikes are used during the sample recording process, allowing for sonic variability later on. 
Until the advent of programs like GigaSampler (sample file retrieval system), computers did not 
contain enough memory and processing power to retrieve these samples quick enough, however, 
the ITO’s sound banks can be almost instantaneously recalled due to the operating system, Linux10.  
The program editor, which is the interface that connects the performer directly to console, 
is responsible for adjusting the parameters that impact the ITO’s sampling rate and sonically 
tailoring the ITO to suit the performer’s musical needs. Modifications to the ITO’s samples can 
occur in real-time or in non-real-time by adjusting the instrument’s master clock which controls 
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the sampling rate. Many of the adjustable parameters listed in Figure 3.4 operate because of a 
combination of time- and frequency- domain manipulations that take advantage of changes to the 
sampling increment. For example, when a performer wants to play in a Baroque temperament, the 
ITO slows the master clock rate of the digital to analog conversions which play back the samples 
to lower the pitches for each note. Until the late 1990s, computational power was not strong enough 
to simultaneously control these clock changes to alter samples for more than 64 notes at the same 
time. This substantially limited the musical potential of the digital organ. However, the advent of 
improved communications in music technology through the introduction of MIDI protocol, digital 
signal processing, and faster operating systems over the last few decades have allowed computers 
to now control upwards of thousands of notes simultaneously17.  
In addition to the tone generators, the ITO’s reverberation system is also housed within the 
engines. Reverberation is a naturally occurring acoustical effect that is a product of a sound 
reflecting off of surfaces within an enclosed space. The ear can distinguish between the original 
sound and the reflected sounds (reverb) because the reverb is often lower in amplitude, slightly 
delayed, and low-pass filtered 12-13, 15. In the ITO, the reverberation system is controlled by a 
Lexicon MX400, which is capable of tailoring the ITO’s sounds so that a wide array of reverbs, 
delays, and effects can be incorporated into the instrument’s sound. Especially if certain stop 
samples are particularly “dry” in a performance venue, this system can help create a sense of depth 
by working in concert with a location’s spatial architecture to isolate certain foreground and 
background compositional elements. 
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The Program Editor 
The program editor, a control device that alters the playback of the sound bank samples, is 
particularly unique to the ITO in that it is a feature unavailable to most other M&O organs10. 
Accessed from a separate computer that can be connected to the console via Ethernet, this added 
interface grants the performer control over a myriad of parameters that outnumber what can be 
altered on the other ITO interfaces. For this reason, the program editor can be considered a “master 
control” since its function dictates alterations made by the console, engine, and ultimately the 
sound system itself. The complete list of parameters available to the organist on the ITO is 
presented in Figure 3.5, however, only controls unique to the ITO and other M&O organs will be 
discussed. The digital nature of the ITO allows for a number of adjustments that can be made using 
the editor that would not be feasible on traditional instruments without restructuring an organ.   
One of the more fascinating abilities that the program editor possesses is its capacity to 
alter the fundamental nature of the ITO’s “virtual” wind chests and chambers using Chamber 
SoundsTM. As can be seen in Figure 3.5, the program editor allows the performer to access a wide 
Figure 3.5: Some of the adjustable parameters within the program editor 
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array of controls that affect the overall sound quality of the ITO through parameters that control 
the behavior of the virtual “winding” in the system. Historically, organs have contained wind 
chests that have a finite reservoir of air that can be supplied to the instrument by an external blower. 
When the needs of the performer (through registration and note input) outweigh the wind capacity 
of an organ, the organ experiences a slight “sag”, or decrease in pitch frequency that can also 
impact the instrument’s timbre and dynamics 6,7. This “underwinding” can be replicated on the 
ITO to enhance its realism and reflect the mechanics of traditional organs. Three controls, “sag 
gain/ramp/offset”, have to do with the amount of virtual wind that will sag as the note input (virtual 
pipes) increases. The “sag gain” controls the overall amount of change relative to the number of 
virtual pipes playing. “Sag ramp” regulates how quickly the system responds to changes in the 
number of notes played, and the “sag offset” is how many pipes will play before the wind pressure 
starts to decline. 
Similarly, in a pipe organ, as all pressure changes occur in wind chest, there may be some 
wiggling or oscillation of the pressure which creates an audible decrease in pitch for a few 
moments before the pressure stabilizes again after a sudden concussion. The “wiggle” parameters 
define the characteristics of the virtual wind pressure wiggle as it equilibrates after a responding 
to a real-time input. The “wiggle gain” is an overall multiplier on the effect, “wiggle sensitivity” 
describes how prone to wiggling a chest is and what the maximum wiggle amount can be, and 
finally “wiggle time” dictates how long a chest will wiggle after a “wiggle event” is triggered. All 
of this is in response to values about wind use that are sent from every note of every rank and so 
forth throughout the entire structure of the ITO. The number of chests in an organ alongside the 
number and rank of pipe they supply can have enormous consequences on the costs of building an 
instrument, ranging from 10,000 to 20,000 per rank5-7.  
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Most pipe organs have several large wind chests, with most built to efficiently sustain a 
wide range of stops within a division. Ideally, any pipes and ranks under high pressure would be 
given their own wind chest to allow for the greatest degree of pipe speech stability while 
minimizing distortions that could occur due to an under-winded system. The reality of this would 
be impractical, since chests, wind lines, and extra blowers can substantially add to an organ’s 
construction cost6, 7.  However, these wind chest addition costs are eliminated in a digital 
instrument. In M&O organs, especially with the ITO, there is a greater degree of manipulability 
that can take place in the virtual winding system because of the lack of physical restraints. 
Specifically, the ITO is designed to mimic the “ideal” organ with nearly perfect pipe speech 
stability. This is reflected in the number of virtual chests encoded into the ITO’s programming. 
According to Carpenter, the instrument is configured to feature at least 50 single- and double-rank 
chests as well as a number of high-pressure stops with their own dedicated chests, including the 
harmonic trumpet, diaphones, and tibia bass16.  These configurations are not fixed and the virtual 
“chesting” can be easily adjusted using the program editor according to the discretion of the 
performer (see Figure 3.5).  
Organ designs have also been historically hindered by swell boxes. A swell box is 
essentially an enclosure that contains a pipe division and has moveable shades or shutters that can 
control the dynamics of the instrument. These shades are necessary because the pipe volume 
cannot be adjusted by changing their air supply since that would also alter pitch, tone quality, 
attack, decay, and other characteristics. Instead, the shades are either opened to create a crescendo 
effect or closed to create a decrescendo effect. In traditional organs, no matter how well the swell 
box is designed, the sound of the pipes is always compromised by enclosing them7. Because of 
this, certain sections of the organ may remain unenclosed, which creates an instrument with less 
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dynamic flexibility. The ITO compensates and improves upon this by utilizing a “virtual swell 
box” expression shade system. Similarly to the virtual winding system within the ITO, there are a 
large number of virtual swell boxes encoded into the instrument’s design that allow for the organ’s 
expression system to act with surgical precision to maintain the integrity of the sound. While the 
theory and technology governing this system are beyond the score of this paper, it is important to 
note that the ITO’s expression shade system has the opposite intent of the virtual winding system, 
suggesting that the ITO’s efforts to mimic the physical limitations of traditional pipe organs has 
certain expressional thresholds.  
The Geographic Audio System 
The Geographic Audio System (GAS) of the ITO acts as an additional layer of sonic control 
over the instrument’s acoustics. Comprised of dozens of speakers and amplifiers, this portable 
Figure 3.6: The International Touring Organ’s Geographic Audio System with a 68-channel Configuration 
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system’s physical flexibility grants the performer access to a historically inaccessible organ 
concert element: manipulability of the spatial location and projection of individual sounds. Aural 
architecture – the effect a location’s physical attributes and contents on its acoustical properties - 
is an important component of a performance. As sounds interact with physical objects in an 
environment, these interactions create a sonic “profile” that has a substantial impact on the 
listening experience18. While this will be explored in greater detail in the following chapter, it is 
worth noting that traditional organs, after construction, have historically had little-to-no control 
over an environment’s aural architecture, since they are localized and their pipe infrastructure is 
immobile. The ITO, in contrast, can overcome this limitation by taking advantage of its audio 
system’s multichannel spatialization (Figure 3.6). Multichannel spatialization is the use of more 
than two—up to hundreds—of loudspeakers, each with a distinct spatial location and sound 
signal.20 This portability allows for a myriad of acoustic possibilities, since speakers are free to 
interact with a multitude of different physical elements like walls, curtains, reflectors, and even 
people.  
Real-Time Waveform Manipulations in the International Touring Organ  
Reconciling Instrumental Complexity with the Increasing Demand for Speed  
Modeling and constructing digital organs from their traditional counterparts is both a 
challenging and highly scientific process. To emulate a pipe organ, a digital organ must be able to 
reflect the physical hierarchy of how pipes are organized, demonstrate flexibility with coupler and 
stop combination states, contain dynamic control mechanisms like expression shades, and most 
importantly, be able to recall samples used in the instrument’s sound bank almost instantaneously. 
Because of the structural complexity of the organ, recalling these samples instantaneously in a 
performance context is also easily the most challenging facet of the design process. Pipes are 
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organized by timbre and pitch into what are known as ranks. These ranks, which may or may not 
have their own wind chests and expression shade systems, are then grouped into larger units known 
as divisions, which also may or may not contain their own expression shade systems. This 
mechanical complexity within traditional organs that arises from pipe organization is also reflected 
in the coding and computational demands of a computer system within a digital organ. When a 
digital organ is playing a particular registration, it must be able to instantaneously retrieve 
hundreds of audio files from different ranks, within different divisions, all utilizing varying coupler 
states (stop combinations) and dynamics. As more and more stops are added to a registration, there 
becomes a limit to what the computer can process without a perceivable latency. 10 To reconcile 
this increasing demand for speed with the digital organ’s computer processing abilities, more 
efficient communication systems and better memory storages had to be developed to produce 
realistic high-quality digital organs. To account for these challenges, M&O worked to develop 
more sophisticated computer systems within their digital organs that would not be limited by 
processing speeds or memory restrictions.   
Signaling Pathways and Communication Systems  
The signaling pathways within the ITO can be described sequentially from the input 
submitted by the performer to the output of the sound generated by the speakers. These 
transmission mechanisms, though similar to those of most traditional organs, must be nearly 
instantaneous in order to accommodate the performer’s real-time sound manipulations without any 
perceivable delay. This is accomplished through the use of highly efficient transducers, networking 
Ethernet and fiber optic cables, as well as the Linux operating system. The following steps, 
although not all encompassing, detail how the commands made by the organist are translated 
through the ITO system to the GAS16:  
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1. The organist depresses a key on one of the ITO’s keyboards, which interrupts a beam of 
light aimed at a photoreceptor within a sensor. 
2. This interruption activates a signal which initiates the start of M&O’s ForeSightTM control 
system (governs the relay of information in M&O organs) as well as the propagation of the 
signal to divisional computers located underneath each keyboard.  
3. Each keyboard computer collates coupler, stop, and swell shade states before transmitting 
the signal to the engines using Ethernet and fiber optic cables.  
4. The engines receive the incoming signal and, depending on how many audio channels are 
utilized in the instrument, is divided up between the engines to process and retrieve specific 
audio files from the sample library.  
5. Once the sample is retrieved, the engines transmit each signal to their respective channel 
within the GAS.  
This process must occur at nearly instantaneous speed to prevent latency and ensure that 
the instrument is functional in a performance. While there are a plethora of technological elements 
(fiber optic cables, Ethernet, etc.) in the ITO that increase the transmission rates for incoming 
signals, ultimately the Linux Operating System (Linux) oversees the instrument’s communication 
systems16. Because the operating system is open-source, it can be constantly improved, allowing 
for a communication system that is adaptable to evolving technology. Historically, electronic 
organs were limited because of their memory recall issues and insufficient sample storage17. Linux 
removes some of these limitations by utilizing a virtual memory manager. Virtual memory is a 
memory management technique that essentially acts as an allocation mechanism, removing 
recently unused programs from the random-access memory (RAM) onto a hard drive. Most 
computers have anywhere from 32 to 64 megabytes of RAM available for the CPU to use and are 
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not large enough to store all of the system’s programs. To overcome this, computers will utilize 
an external hard drive to remove unused programs so space can be freed on the RAM19.  This not 
only allows computers to operate faster, but it also tricks the system into believing it has more 
memory than it actually does because it is hidden11, 16-17. The net result of this allocation 
mechanism is that multiple processes, like audio file retrieval actions, can talk to the memory 
simultaneously without the system crashing so that the ITO can contain considerably larger and 
more enriched sound banks. This technology, while not unique to the ITO, The increased size of 
these sound banks expands the instrument’s sonic pallet and allows a wider array of performance 
and compositional abilities. These will be discussed in greater details in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 4  
Acoustics of the International Touring Organ: An Analysis of the Geographic Audio System 
The Organ as Pipes and Space  
The design and construction of pipe organs has almost always been tailored to the spaces 
that confine them, oftentimes in order to provide the organist with the highest quality acoustic and 
performance capabilities that are available in a particular environment.1,2 This coupling of organs 
to their locality raises some important questions regarding how the audience perceives the 
instrument. Is the sound of a specific organ generated from the pipes themselves, the acoustics of 
its environment, or a combination of both? Because of the pipe organ’s immobility and 
permanence within the places that they are built, this issue is distinct to these instruments. While 
it may first appear that both pipes and acoustics are necessary to create the characteristic 
soundscape most often associated with historical pipe organs, some elements have more weight 
than others. For example, an associate professor of physics at the University of Louisiana, Dr. 
Andi Petculescu, recently collaborated with an acoustics professor at the University of 
Southampton, Dr. Tim Leighton, on a project that utilized existing planetary atmospheric data to 
create models of how the atmospheres on Mars, Venus and Saturn's moon Titan would distort the 
sounds of pipe organs. Studies like this are relevant to the continued development of the ITO’s 
digital winding system, since understanding how to model and adjust pipe speech stability in the 
context of different acoustic environments could ultimately improve the ITO’s sonic control 
mechanisms that were described in Chapter 3.  
Petculescu and Leighton reaffirmed that the speech from different pipes could be 
drastically altered based on a wide array of atmospheric elements, including temperature, gas 
composition, and atmospheric density. Bach’s well-known “Toccata and Fugue in D minor” 
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(293.66 Hz), for instance, was transposed down to G# minor (207.65 Hz) in Mars’ cold and thin 
atmosphere rich in CO2 and N2, while Venus’ hot and humid atmosphere transposed the piece up 
to F minor (349.23 Hz).1 While the acoustics of temperature and air composition are often taken 
into account when pipe organ builders design their instruments, the modeling of sounds on other 
worlds can provide acoustic engineers and musicologists with information regarding the design of 
future acoustic systems, further improving our ability to predict, analyze, and model our own sonic 
phenomena within the digital realm.  
Given that the ITO has no physical pipes and relies almost solely on the digital 
manipulation of its sampling to produce high quality sounds in different physical spaces, additional 
studies with similar aims should be done to continuously improve the instrument’s existing 
technology as it is exposed to a growing number of novel environments that may challenge its 
tailoring capabilities. Returning to the previously posed question, Andi Petculescu and Tim 
Leighton determined that the effect of the environment is dependent on the mechanism by which 
the sound is generated, suggesting that while pipes and space are coupled, the manner by which 
pipes generate their sound is more substantial than the environment that confines them.1 If true, 
this concept then challenges the musical potential and limitations of instruments like the ITO that 
are not as restricted by the mechanical and physical forces of sound generation. As was described 
in Chapter 3, the ITO processes and substantially modifies the original sample stored in the 
instrument’s sound banks before it is relayed to the geographic audio system (GAS). While 
electrical oscillations ultimately drive the electromagnet in the instrument’s speakers and these 
shake the speaker cones to vibrate the air, the modification of this information in the digital realm 
substantially preserves the integrity of the altered sample. However, in order to fully understand 
how the ITO’s GAS could possibly change the field of organ performance, instrumental design, 
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and technique, the ITO’s audio system must first be compared to those of traditional instruments 
that have dominated the world of organ performance for hundreds of years.   
The Structural Composition and Tonal Design of Historical Pipe Organs   
The general structure and anatomy of pipe organs has been well-studied and documented 
throughout history.2,3 Although there exist countless ways in which one could design a pipe organ 
both structurally and harmonically, this section will primarily examine the physical architecture 
and acoustics of the Classical French Organ and the Nordic Organ, common stylistic instruments 
found throughout world. A schematic of the Classical French Organ, which has a “front to back” 
disposition for its divisions, can be seen in Figure 4.1. In this particular arrangement, the positif 
division is very near the audience, while the grand orgue is higher and behind the console. The 
récit and pédale are normally surrounding parts of the great, with the pedal sometimes being 
enclosed in a structure referred to as à la Silbermann.2, 4 Tonally, the Classical French Organ is of 
a medium size with 25-35 stops and has a disposition driven by sound synthesis and overtone 
relationships.2 For example, organs of this design would normally feature a balance between 
principals and flutes and fundamental mutation stops like cornets and tierces. Overtones are also 
grouped in a manner that is completed by a strong reed choir or one or two reed solo instruments 
like a vox humana or cromorne.4 The stops on these organs are also distributed throughout the 
instrument in a very particular way to characterize its sound. Examples of this include the 
construction of the choir which is meant to complement the grand orgue, while the echo is 
designed to oppose the primary division. It should also be noted that many the pedal divisions of 
these organs were usually not very developed, oftentimes not containing the instrument’s lowest 
stops.2-4   
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The structure of the Classical French Organ contrasts substantially with that of the ITO, 
which has many more expanded divisions and ranks, including a more portable physical structure. 
However, like the Classical French Organ, the ITO features powerful principle and reed choruses 
in its Great and Positive division, but the ITO’s pedal is substantially more developed. Another 
commonly found organ involves instruments built using a Nordic design, which is characterized 
by vertically rising divisions.2 A schematic of a typical Nordic instrument is featured in Figure 
4.2. In this style, the console is featured underneath what is known as the chest division 
(Brustwerk), while the main division (Oberwerk) lies between the chest and crown (Kronwerk).2, 
3 Another key feature of this organ is that its pedal division is normally placed in two towers on 
opposite sides of the main chest, allowing for its pedal pipes to be displayed. Together, the physical 
structures of the Classical French Organ and Nordic Organ each have unique acoustic 
consequences associated with their arrangement. The most pronounced of these is that these 
traditional designs have less artistic potential due to the physical permanence of their pipes and 
divisions, limited enclosures and speech instability, as well as a lack of control over their 
Figure 4.1: A schematic of a typical Classical French 
Organ. The audience is featured to the lower left.  
Figure 4.2: A schematic of the vertically rising 
divisions featured in a Nordic organ 
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environment’s aural architecture. While a good performer can make the best of an instrument of 
poor quality and vice versa, the ITO could expand current understandings of artistic expression on 
the organ without restrictions. All of these traditional limitations will be further described in the 
following section and compared to the ITO’s GAS in order to understand the full extent of the 
instrument’s acoustic potential through its utilization of a portable system and multichannel 
spatialization.  
Comparing the Acoustics of Instrumental Mechanics in the Physical and Digital Realm  
Pipe Structure 
 Traditional organ pipes (Figure 4.3), regardless of their design, produce sound by flowing 
air through their physical structures, such that the pipe consumes a given amount of air from the 
wind chest. The air pressure of the wind chest is normally held constant by regulators until the 
pipes are needed in a performance, but these pressures can vary substantially by rank and design. 
Figure 4.3 Three common pipes found in traditional organs. The flue pipes on the left can be made from metal or 
wood are considered to be labial. The reed pipes on the right are considered to be lingual  
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In labial pipes, sound is generated by air passing through a narrow slot known as the flue, before 
a fast jet encounters the edge of the pipe near the mouth.19This causes turbulent motion which 
travels up the length of the pipe and reflects back towards the mouth creating additional turbulence. 
This process can continue indefinitely unless there is a standing wave generated that dominates all 
other frequencies.18, 19 The process is very similar in lingual pipes which rely on the oscillation of 
reeds in order to generate the fundamental frequency of a pitch. Despite their similar underlying 
mechanisms, in Measured Tones: The Interplay of Physics and Music, Ian Johnston stresses that 
it is important to recognize the intrinsic differences between edges and reeds as tone generators. 
Reeds are almost always under higher pressure and tend to give a louder tone than flue pipes 
because the oscillation of the reed completely opens and closes the entrance gap to the pipe.19 
Furthermore, the timbres between the two types of pipes are fundamentally different, with edge 
tones generating symmetrical side to side movements of air, while reeds create “on-off” motions 
within the pipe. These motions ultimately alter the harmonics produced by each pipe type.18, 19 
Labial pipes generate only odd harmonics, but lingual pipes contain all harmonics except every 
third harmonic is missing.19  
While many more peculiar behaviors of pipes and their associated sounds are pertinent to 
the organ, their mechanisms and physics outside the scope of the project. Instead, it is important 
to note that these tone generation mechanisms are physical in nature, meaning that traditional pipe 
organs must be confined by physical limitations in their expression. The ITO, by contrast, 
manipulates its samples in the digital realm before generating sound through speakers, 
substantially reducing the possibility of signal interruption (assuming the technology is successful 
in its function). Although the manners by which pipes and speakers create sound differ, some of 
their underlying mechanisms are the same. Both systems are still dependent on air vibrations 
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propagated by some sort physical force. In the pipe organ, this differs by the type of pipe (see 
above), but in the ITO, the sound generation is solely dictated by speakers. In this case, the sounds 
are made through electromagnetic induction (electrical oscillations induce the vibration of the 
electromagnet at the back of the speaker cone). While this may initially appear to remove certain 
barriers associated with organ design, it is important to note that the ITO is still fundamentally 
dependent on the pipe organ since (it is also not a synthesizer). The digital realm may provide the 
organist with more artistic possibilities, but an underlying weakness behind this is that the ITO’s 
samples ultimately derive from recordings made from physical pipes.  
Ranks 
A rank is simply a complete set of organ pipes of the same timbre, with 12 semitones per 
octave generating roughly 61 pipes per rank. Usually each rank spans C2-C7, with pipe length 
correlating with pitch such that the longest pipe is 32 times the length of the shortest pipe.5 Ranks 
are designed to a produce a set of pipes with a similar tone quality, but this necessity also requires 
builders to scale the diameters in a manner that is less proportional than the way in which the pipe 
length is considered. Ideally, to preserve the harmonic nature of longer pipes, organ builders design 
these pipes with different scaling mechanisms than used with length. In these cases, the diameter 
of the longest pipes of a standard rank are 12-13 times the diameter of the rank’s shortest pipes.6, 
7  In traditional pipe organs, the scaling and placement of pipes and ranks can be incredibly 
expensive, with prices as high as $40,000-$50,000 per rank in quality instruments.7 These systems 
are also subject to physical deterioration through the oxidation of metal components, pipe cracks, 
and wood and water damage that can impact their acoustic quality. In the ITO, the sound quality 
of each individual rank is tightly monitored in the digital space by the program editor (see Chapter 
3), such that acoustical properties like attack, decay, and tuning are controlled by the performer 
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and will not “physically” decay or vary over time. Despite this digital regulation, however, the 
sound quality of each rank is not fixed and the physical placement of specific speakers and carts, 
as well as their channeling configuration, can change the aural architecture of a performance venue.  
Acoustical and Spatial Limitations 
Regardless of instrument design, there are certain physical constraints that may limit the 
acoustic potential of a particular performance space. Organ designers and acousticians alike 
consider a reverberation time of 2-3 seconds with a building half-occupied to be a practical goal 
to produce a pleasant and responsive organ sound.8 One general rule to achieve this requires that a 
performance hall allow for a minimum of 250 cubic feet of volume for every person, yet this will 
likely vary from venue to venue. Similarly, Blesser and Salter (2009) conducted a number of 
acoustic experiments in various concert halls and found that the average reverberation time for a 
pipe organ in spaces that range 1000 to 20,000 cubic meters was between 1.6-2.2 seconds. The 
significance of these times is especially pertinent when it comes to the performance of contrapuntal 
music. The popular Bach piece, “Toccata and Fugue in D minor” that was mentioned earlier is a 
prime example since there are four voices being played at once and reverberation times that are 
too long would not allow the listener to distinguish between the faster and slower moving parts.11 
Aside from a space’s cubic volume, the shape and materials of a room (elements of its aural 
architecture) also impact its acoustic response. In general, hard reflective surfaces will promote 
the best sound reflection.8, 9 This can be quantified using what is known as an absorption 
coefficient, which is a value between 0 and 1 that specifies how readily a material absorbs sound. 
To produce high-quality acoustics, it is ideal to have material that has a low absorptivity like brick 
walls (0.02), marble (0.01), and wood floors (0.10) which all have an absorption coefficient less 
than or equal to 0.10 at 500 Hz.11 Any interaction of the sound with absorbent porous material like 
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heavy curtains (0.72) and cane fiber tiles (0.77) should be avoided if possible as these substances 
have high absorption constants that can result in an accelerated decay of the sound.1  In the ITO, 
the instrument avoids these interactions through the use of reflectors in the speaker array system 
that can “redirect” the instrument’s sound away or towards more absorbent material.  
Another factor to consider when evaluating the acoustic limitations of a space concern its 
ability to promote sonic diffusion, the even distribution of sound in a space.  Irregular wall and 
ceiling surfaces like pilasters, beams, and moldings can all promote better sound diffusion and 
improve a space’s acoustic response.10 
While traditional organists and organ 
builders cannot normally control or 
significantly alter the structure of the 
building that encompasses their 
instruments, the ITO is not restricted by 
these physical boundaries in that its audio 
system can account for any acoustical 
disparities by adjusting the ITO’s program 
editor. Most pipe organs are permanent 
physical installations and because of this, 
organ builders must first decide which 
particular location in a space best 
resonates with that room before the instrument is constructed. In that same vein, organists who 
perform on the ITO have to consider how to physically arrange the GAS before the instrument is 
sonically tailored to a specific performance environment. To accomplish this in the past, organ 
Figure 4.4: Organ installations in different performance 
environments that promote the best acoustical response in a 
space.  
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builders considered an instrument’s installment on the central axis of the room to be the most ideal. 
Deviations away from this axis or the inclusion of any barriers that could egress the instrument’s 
sound make certain locations more desirable than others (see Figure 4.4).5, 8 All of these factors 
must be taken into account when considering how to properly use the ITO’s GAS to the 
performer’s advantage. The physical location, spatial arrangement, and multichannel spatialization 
of this sound system is the subject of the next section.  
Relating the Geographic Audio System and Dynamic Aural Architecture 
The mutability and multichannel spatialization associated with the ITO’s GAS enables the 
instrument to substantially alter the manner by which it interacts with the aural architecture of any 
performance environment. This versatility is significant because it allows the organist to be more 
creative and musically expressive when selecting registrations, deciding performance literature, 
and playing with varying stylistic techniques since the ITO’s acoustics can be altered at the 
performer’s discretion.  A case studying examining this is presented at the end of this chapter.  
Dr. Barry Blesser and Dr. Linda-Ruth Salter, musicologists specializing in the digital arts, 
describe why the particular aural architecture of a space is so important in shaping the audience 
experience in their text Spaces Speak, Are You Listening?. They define aural architecture as a 
human experience of “sound-in-space”, with four types of spatiality contributing to the totality of 
aural architecture’s impact on a listener.11 Navigational, social, aesthetic, and musical spatiality 
will all be discussed through the lens of the ITO’s audio system in order to determine how its 
unique structure provides an organist with more expressive potential and control over an 
environment’s acoustics when compared to traditional pipe organs.  
The first form of spatiality Blesser and Salter discuss is the notion of navigational spatiality, 
which concerns the awareness experienced by an individual as they “visualize” a space through 
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auditory stimuli alone. While this is partially dependent on echolocation, a space’s ability to alter 
the way in which an individual perceives the dimensions and geometries of their environment can 
change the contextual meaning behind the music that is performed there. For example, the music 
performed in a cathedral has different acoustics and gravity than the music that is played in a 
practice room, which may have less cultural significance because of its perceived location. 
Because the ITO possesses the ability to modify the reverberations of its sounds, its audio system 
can create the illusion of a space that is larger than it actually is, exhibiting what can be better 
described as dynamic modifications of an environment’s aural architecture. This concept of a finite 
“sonic dimension” that is perceived is often termed the acoustic horizon, or the maximum distance 
between the sound source and the listener where a sonic event can still be heard.11 This boundary 
is important because it not only marks the acoustic arena of a space, but it also provides people 
with an understanding of the curvature and geometry of the room around them. As with most pipe 
organs across the world, the organist does not have control over the acoustic arena of a space and 
such a limitation can prevent the performance of specific literature and create other concert 
boundaries that hinder artistic expression.  
Another aspect of aural architecture that Blesser and Salter describe that must be taken into 
account when describing the potential of the ITO’s GAS involves the concept of social spatiality, 
which refers to the way in which spatial acoustics influence the behavior of a space’s inhabitants. 
The acoustic arena, which was previously described, is substantial in that individuals who are 
outside of this region are “functionally deaf” to sounds that are generated in an environment. 
Within this space, however, the behaviors individuals express can vary substantially according to 
their location in the acoustic arena as certain areas contain more resources or better sound quality 
than others. These allocations of “sonic” resources mirror cultural values and are reflective of the 
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nature of what Blesser and Salter describe as “the acoustic community”. For example, front-row 
seats that are the closest to a performer in a concert hall are generally the most expensive, while 
seats that are further back or on the outskirts of the acoustic arena may be cheaper, but less 
desirable. These differences in locality can change the behaviors and experience of individuals in 
a particular acoustic arena. Despite the ITO’s adaptable audio system, there is little evidence to 
suggest that its mutability can produce a sonic environment where all of its acoustic resources are 
shared equally in a performance space. The reason for this is elementary to performance spaces; 
some seats in a hall will inherently experience better acoustics than others. The ITO’s inability to 
substantially alter the social hierarchies created by these arenas is a limiting characteristic that it 
shares with traditional pipe organs 
Aesthetic spatiality, the experience of localized acoustics that provide varying auditory 
texture and variety are another aspect of aural architecture that must be considered when analyzing 
the ITO’s audio system. The GAS contains a number of speakers and specialty subwoofers on 
mobile carts that can placed practically anywhere in proximity to the ITO’s console. This physical 
flexibility, combined with the instrument’s multichannel spatialization create contrasting regions 
of sound with different acoustic properties in the acoustic arena. These “pockets” of sound are 
ultimately controlled by channel configuration and are at the discrepancy of the performer, 
effectively allowing the organist to place different stops, ranks, and divisions in any arrangement 
that best fits a particular environment or recital. This mutability is not possible in traditional pipe 
organs, whose pipe infrastructure is normally fixed according to structural limitations within a 
space. While varying organ designs may approach aesthetic spatiality in different ways, the ITO 
is one of very few organs of that can modify the aesthetic spatiality of a performance hall. 
Furthermore, while many of the carts that house the ITO’s speakers and channels vary in their 
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distribution in a venue, the audio system’s echo division is normally housed at a substantial 
distance away from the console that is within or in close proximity to the audience (Figure 4.4). 
The echo division has an interesting role in the design and performance on tradition organs 
throughout history. The pipe organ builder and accomplished architect, George Audsley iterates 
in his text The Organ of the Twentieth Century: A Manual on All Matters Relating to the Science 
and Art of Organ Tonal Appointment and Divisional Apportionment with Compound Expression 
that the echo division is a mysterious entity  within the instrument that is soft-toned and unenclosed 
that occupies the place sometimes taken by the swell division.15 Audsley describes the division’s 
history in old Dutch and German instruments as being larger than the choir division and having a 
complete tonal structure with unison stops. He also details some of the best known echo divisions 
in instruments found across the world such as the Centennial Hall Organ in Sydney, Australia and 
the Cathedral of St. Bavo located in the Netherlands, both of which share similar stops with the 
ITO’s echo division. Audsley describes echo organs as existing as either an independent division 
within the greater instrument or being comprised of stops from other divisions in the organ. In the 
ITO, the instrument’s design follows the latter and notable stops projected by echo division’s cart 
includes sounds like the 4’ Echo Schalmei from the swell, 8’ Military Trumpet from the solo, and 
8’ Rohr Flute from the Bombarde division. The complete specification of stops within this division 
can be found in the appendix. While most echo organs are structurally fixed, the ITO’s echo 
division is portable and this characteristic strengthens the GAS’s ability to modify the aural 
architecture of a space. 
The final component of aural architecture that will be considered in evaluating the 
expressive potential of the ITO’s GAS concerns music spatiality, the influence of an environment’s 
acoustics on the music performed within that space.11, 12 As was mentioned previously, the ITO’s 
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audio system is sonically tailorable to a wide array of environments ranging from dry concert halls 
to outdoor arenas and is not restricted from playing in certain venues based on acoustics alone.14 
Because the ITO can be adjusted to perform literature for the organ in any space, the instrument’s 
audio system does what traditional organs throughout history have been otherwise unable to do: 
disassociate institutional and locational cultural ties from the organ. Music spatiality and its 
relationship to pipe organs has almost always been defined by the instrument’s association with 
religious or academic affiliations. The stationary nature of historical pipe organs has refined their 
purposes and public perception to these environments, oftentimes adhering to societal stereotypes 
such as the organ being solely a “church instrument”.13 While these stereotypes may not be 
inherently good or bad, public interest and perception of the instrument impact many facets of the 
concert organist’s career, including demand and concert attendance. With the ITO’s GAS, 
however, the instrument is free to perform in any social environment, effectively severing any 
associations of the instrument with specific societal institutions.14 This possibility not only benefits 
the ITO’s concert organist by allowing them to reach out to a wider audience base, but it allows 
for organist to emphasize their own artistic identity over institutional associations.  
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Case Study: ITO Recordings at Konzerthaus in Berlin, Germany   
In June of 2018, Cameron Carpenter recorded his own organ transcription of Sergei 
Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini, Op.43 on the ITO in Germany with the 
Konzerthausorchester Berlin and Christoph Eschenbach at Konzerthaus.  A schematic of the ITO’s 
audio system for this particular recording is featured in Figure 4.5, where the solo and swell 
chambers are explicitly specified behind the orchestra. This particular concert presented a 
challenge to the audio crew responsible for arranging the geographic audio system since they not 
only had to work around a full orchestra, but the speaker carts had to be arranged around multiple 
balconies and the hall’s pipe organ, the Op. 1035 organ from the Jehmlich House in Dresden.16 
Figure 4.5: A schematic of the 68 and 72 channel configuration of the ITO’s geographic audio system in 
Konzerthaus, Berlin (2018). In this particular diagram, you can see the outline of certain divisional arrangements 
like the solo (carts 5, 10, and 14) and swell chamber (carts 4 and 8) on the left and right respectively.  
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The concert hall, which is featured in Figure 4.6, seats 1500 and measures 45 meters by 22 meters 
and is 17.5 meters high, or approximately 17,325 cubic meters.16 Its structure and unique 
ornamentation ensures that the space is among one of the best acoustic spaces in the world. The 
average reverberation time of in the hall with a full audience is slightly above 2 seconds for mid-
frequencies and roughly 2.2 seconds for lough frequencies, adhering to the values cited earlier as 
ideal for organs in symphonic concert halls.17 Furthermore, the ionic columns, narrow iides, and 
abundance of tiles and sculptures promotes substantial sound reflection and acoustic diffusion in 
the space.17  
Even with these acoustic advantages, the ITO’s audio system configuration was tightly 
regulated and a number of reflectors were used to localize the instrument’s swell and solo 
Figure 4.6: An audience’s view of the stage in the largest of the three halls in Konzerthaus, Berlin. The hall’s 
organ “Jehmlich” is featured in the background on a balcony above the orchestra. Photo credit: Sebastian Runge, 
Konzerthaus, kleiner Saal 
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chambers on opposite sides of the pipe organ. Unlike most concerts where the ITO’s echo division 
is isolated at a distance away from the bulk of the audio system, the instrument’s configuration at 
Konzerthaus in Berlin featured the echo organ as a component of the solo chamber. This 
arrangement increased the instrument’s ability to blend stops of the organ together in the presence 
of an orchestra, but decreased the GAS’s ability to impact the aural architecture of the space. This 
particular artistic decision and Carpenter’s use of specific aesthetics for his recording will be 
discussed at greater length in Chapter 7.   
Impact on Future Concert Organ Performance  
The elimination of mechanical movements and deteriorating physical forces associated 
with the traditional pipe organ has the ability to expand the instrument’s musical and artistic 
potential for concert organists. The encoding of the ITO’s tone generation system into the digital 
realm helps preserve the integrity of the instrument’s sound and provide the performer with a 
number of sonic advantages that remove historical performance barriers like the structural 
permanence of physical pipes, poor hall acoustics, and fixed aural architecture in a performance 
space. The removal of these physical restrictions not only provides the organist with a better 
connection to the ITO itself, improving the organ-organist relationship, but the audio system’s 
musical tools also provide its performer with a greater potential for artistic identity and expression. 
While the GAS is highly adaptable and ultimately advantageous, there are a number of weaknesses 
that should be stressed. The first is that the ITO’s sounds are ultimately still confined by physical 
forces associated with traditional pipe organs since its sample banks are derived from recordings 
of historically significant instruments. These recordings would not be possible without the 
maintenance of physical pipe structures and until sound synthesis technology improves, the ITO 
is still sonically confined by pipe organs. The second weakness is that the tailoring of the GAS to 
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specific performance environments is multifaceted and expensive, oftentimes requiring the 
participation of specialized crew experienced with acoustics and coding. If a concert organist is to 
use an audio system like the one associated with the ITO, they must be able to account for financial 
requirements and demands associated with hiring well-trained staff that can assist with the 
acoustical adjustment of the instrument. This emphasizes an interesting point regarding the 
direction of the organ field and how the instrument is a reflection of its time. Another drawback 
concerns the instrument’s sonic authenticity. With the current level of technology, critics note that 
the tailorability of instrument cannot “out-synthesize” nature. Through its current use of organ 
samples, the ITO may just be another example of how electronic instruments are unable to match 
the nuances and complexity of resonant physical objects.  
Whereas in the past, organists had to be trained to understand how to utilize different 
registrations on a variety of stylistically distinct instruments, it is apparent that if the ITO’s 
technology is to be more widely utilized by the organ community, future organists should develop 
a better understanding of how specific sounds relate to the acoustics of a performance environment. 
Not only would this generate more well-rounded organists who possess a wider array of artistic 
tools to use in their performances, but such changes could expand the organ’s technological 
capabilities and kindle more public interest in the instrument for years to come.  
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Part II  
Identifying the International Touring Organ’s Place in History   
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Chapter 5 
 Musicians in the Digital Age: Technology’s Growing Influence on Music Performance, 
Composition, and Reception 
Introduction  
By the dawn of the 21st century, the advent of digital technology had completely 
transformed human societies around the world. The emergence of digital environments-digital 
communication mediums - and their effects on a myriad of facets of human life were so substantial 
that some scholars like mathematician Roland Scholz likened the digital revolution to having “the 
same gravity as the mastery of fire, development of speech, invention of agro-technology, and the 
industrial revolution”.1, 2 Indeed, the ability to encode information into a representation of 1’s and 
0’s allowed for the development of new technologies that were faster, more adaptable, and had 
improved storage capabilities compared to their analog counterparts.1 Within the field of music, 
these advancements expanded performance abilities, provided composers with new avenues of 
creative expression, and changed the ways in which music was listened to.8  
Of course, this was not an instantaneous transition. Some of the earliest experiments in the 
field of computer music in the 1950s and 1960s exemplify how long it took for digital technology 
to mature. Max Mathews, who is arguably the father of computer music developed the program, 
MUSIC I, in 1957, which was the first pivotal moment in the revolution of digital music 
technology. 1, 3 Although primitive compared to 21st century technology, MUSIC I was a stored 
table of sample values that was periodically read by a computer to create simple sequences of 
tones. Mathew’s work helped expand understandings of discrete data management and, in 
particular, his experiments highlighted the need to improve memory, processing, and speed within 
computer systems if they were to compete with analog instruments. As technological 
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advancements ensued over the following decades, the development of the internet in 1990 began 
to globalize digital music. Taken together, these developments altered the ways in which people 
composed, performed, recorded, and listened to music around the world. The advent of new 
musical recording technology also introduced substantial changes to the performance ecosystem 
that ultimately impacted musical behaviors, something the musicologist Mark Katz termed the 
“phonograph effect”.  
Musicologist Jonathan Impett describes the elements of a performance ecosystem as “a 
dynamical complex of interacting situated embodied behaviors. These behaviors may be physical 
or virtual, composed or emergent, or of a time scale such that they figure as constraints or 
constructs. All interact in the same space by a process of mutual modelling, description, and 
emergent restructuring.”5, 6 Impett’s description highlights a number of important characteristics 
about the nature of the performance ecosystem, primarily that music made within such an 
environment is temporal, ephemeral, highly adaptive, and can apply to the digital or non-digital. 
However, the performance ecosystem can be described more simply when considered as a musical 
encounter, a social interaction comprising of the performers, instruments, environments (both 
digital and physical), and audiences as found in collective music-making.6 In order to fully 
understand the implications of the ITO with respect to organ culture, this chapter will examine 
how digital technology has impacted Impett’s notion of the performance ecosystem by examining 
how the accessibility and affordability of  music technology has changed, how sonic 
manipulability has sparked a debate between acoustic realism and digital perfection, how 
musicians attribute meaning to their work, and how the music industry is being globalized on an 
unprecedented scale, while diluting artistic identity. 
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Accessibility and Affordability  
To understand how digital technology has developed and impacted the accessibility and 
affordability of musical instruments over the course of the latter half of the 20th century, it is first 
worth discussing the various historical relationships between the technologist and the artist. Digital 
arts historian Steve Dixon argues that the creation of and access to computer code opens up two 
significant questions: how far does proprietary software restrict and constrain the practitioner using 
it, and how far does the secrecy surrounding it inhibit the development of software by artists and 
practitioners? 4 While it initially seems that the utilization of digital technology provides musicians 
with greater capabilities and a new platform to develop their craft, it is also important to question 
how accessibility and adaptability are impacted when the consumer doesn’t play a role in creating 
the digital catalyst. While this is something more widely discussed in Chapter 6 through the lens 
of the ITO, there are many pertinent examples of instruments before the digital era where power 
dynamics between the creator and artist were strained.  
The development of the Robert Moog’s modular synthesizer (the Moog and C series), the 
world’s first commercially successful analog synthesizer with a keyboard (Figure 5.1), is a perfect 
example of the struggle between the creator and artist. Although most modern-day musicians 
easily associate the synthesizer with an organ-style keyboard and its role in performance 
environments, this was not always the case. Moog envisioned a limited market for his modular 
synthesizer in which these instruments were only suitable for creating sound effects and avant-
garde music in studio sessions.12 Moog famously said, “The keyboard was an afterthought. That 
was one convenient way of controlling it, switching it on and off and changing the pitch.” A 
contemporary and competitor of Moog’s, Don Buchla held a similar view with the inclusion of 
keyboards on synthesizers. In his mind, he felt the inclusion of keyboards on synths was 
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“unnatural” and that “[the keyboard] foster[ed] some misconceptions about what electronic 
musical instruments [were] and [were] capable of being.” Nevertheless, following the addition of 
the keyboard to Moog’s modular synthesizer, Wendy Carlos’s 1968 album Switched on Bach and 
the many other performers that followed expanded the role of the synthesizer into a solo 
instrument. Years later, in the digital age, performers and composers alike are still at odds with a 
similar issue: the development of new coding and technology to improve instrument efficiency 
and expression. Those that are unfamiliar with coding are at the mercy of the designers and 
computer programmers, as a digital musician’s abilities can be limited by their technology. In the 
organ community, for example, organists that want to use digital instruments or experiments with 
its capabilities are limited with their choices by manufacturers. Before Marshall & Ogletree 
(M&O) was offering instruments that took of a machinist approach (see Chapter 7), companies 
like Rodgers, Allen, and Hammond dominated the consumer economy for organists. Their 
instruments were fairly traditional and the companies themselves did little to improve the role of 
digital technology in organ building.  
Figure 5.1: 1st commercially sold Moog synthesizer prototype in 1964.13 
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Despite this, the digital age has continued to provide performers and composers with a 
more widespread, global stage to build their identity and expand their influence.7Free platforms 
like YouTube, Spotify, and other social media websites have allowed artists of all talents to access 
audiences that never would have been possible before the internet. The modern artist’s increased 
accessibility to both audiences and other musicians around the world has been described by Abhijit 
Sen, an associate professor of mass communications, as “an assault on established notions of 
professionalism, a legal chaos and technological remix of the folk and popular culture. The super-
abundance of self-expression has put an end to the archaic gate-keeping mechanisms of hit-driven 
recording labels, risk-averse radio stations, ossified movie studios and trend-seeking media 
coverage.”7 Sen also makes an important point in describing the merging of audio and computing 
technology in the digital age as a force that converted music into an information product that was 
much more accessible than it had previously been.  
Digital music as an information product is not just limited to music consumption (discussed 
through the lens as the Hallelujah Effect in Chapter 7). The increased affordability of the music 
production process has enabled nearly anyone to use and create music on quality technology for a 
very low cost.7, 8 Music production software programs like Ableton Live, FL Studio, Avid Pro 
Tools, Apple Garage Band, and many others have enabled musicians to create music anywhere 
using studio-quality editing and production capabilities that was non-existent before the internet.7, 
8 In addition to these easily accessible programs, many recording studios in the 21st century are 
less exclusive and the artists do not have to be signed to use them.7 This has led to recording studios 
becoming dramatically more affordable. For example, the average costs of recording an album in 
1993 ranged from 30,000 to approximately 1 million dollars, whereas in 2018, the cost of recording 
professional albums is now around 1,700 to 100,000 dollars.14, 15 Taken together, the increased 
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accessibility and affordability of quality production and recording technology has substantially 
transformed the music industry into one that has become more efficient and less exclusive, 
drastically expanding the abilities and opportunities of the musician in the digital age. When 
considering how these trends could help or hinder the ITO on the international stage, it is 
persuasive to think that the evolving technology associated with online social platforms, changes 
to recordings, and a greater sense of global connectedness, would make the instrument more 
relevant to the modern music industry and provide its performers with advantages in concert 
performance. These concepts will be discussed at greater length in Chapters 6 and 7.    
Digital Realism  
The development of digital technology allowed composers and performers to control 
musical parameters with surgical precision in ways that had not previously been possible.1 The 
utilization of digital technology enables us to take advantage of the digital (binary) realm where 
instrument processing and manipulation can take place without being disrupted by inefficient 
conversions of information. Particularly with digital music instruments, the pitch of a sound, its 
articulation (attack and decay), and the time constraints governing musical output are just a few of 
the parameters that can easily be controlled by performer interfaces in digital instruments. With 
these new capabilities also came society’s relentless paradoxical drive towards both perfection and 
imperfection, especially in consumerist cultures like the US. Part of this derives from the idea that 
digital technology has reached a point where every musical element can be fully produced, 
automated, and corrected by computers. The English musician, Brian Eno, described music 
production in the digital age as a “homogenization process”, where every mistake is corrected 
“until every bar sounds the same… until there’s no evidence of human life at all in there.” 16. Eno 
later goes on to describe how “overzealous use of software to correct imperfections can ruin the 
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human appeal of music, and render it sterile and disposable like so many cheap, plastic mass-
produced toys.” The increasing trend of music towards perfectionism has appeared all over the 
industry, from the auto-tuning vocal tracks to quantizing the rhythms of instrumentalists, the digital 
world has allowed access to editing and enhancement tools that appear to manipulate the very 
nature of reality. However, these efforts to achieve perfection have not gone without consequences, 
as all aspects of performing, both in a studio and live concert setting, are now held under a 
microscope. Because of the pressure surrounding hyper-consumerism in the music industry, it 
could be argued that these environmental factors are changing the way musicians perform and 
project their artistic identity.  The exact consequences of this effect on the organ community and 
the ITO’s performance on an international stage, however, are yet to be known.  
Digital perfectionism has also inspired a backlash towards imperfection, or a certain 
“nostalgia” for maintaining a sense of acoustic realism within the digital realm. This desire to forge 
a human identity within digital sound has led to a literal practice of “humanization,” in which vary 
degrees of statistical randomization are applied to certain musical parameters. In a MIDI note 
sequence, for example, which is normally structured to rigidly fit a grid both pitch-wise and 
rhythmically, humanization introduces small amounts of variation to prevent an unnaturally 
homogenous performance. This paradox of “perfect imperfections” raises interesting points about 
what these trends say about 21st century music culture and its purpose in audience reception. In 
many ways, simulated imperfections in digital music serve to enhance musical performance 
quality, while also attempting to maintain a sense of believability that the recordings themselves 
are products of human talent. 
Another way of explaining the humanization of recordings could be linked to the idea of 
what individuals in the field of robotics describe as the “uncanny valley”. The uncanny valley is a 
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hypothesized relationship between the degree of an object’s resemblance to a human being and the 
emotional response to such an object. This phenomenon suggests that when people encounter 
humanoid objects that appear almost, but not exactly like real human beings, they experience 
uncanny, feelings of eeriness and revulsion (Figure 5.2).32 In the case of digital technology, 
flawless recordings could potentially act as humanoid objects, similar to a prosthetic hand, and for 
that reason, music producers may tend to inadvertently avoid embracing absolute perfection in 
their recordings. Elaborating on this, it would be important to describe where specific 
performances would fall on the uncanny valley spectrum. Whereas a live human performance 
would fall to the right of the valley (100% human), sounds purely produced by a machine (the 
sound of engines, computers, static, etc.) may fall to the left of the valley (0% human, but still not 
a minima in terms of familiarity). However, if there is a fusion of the two entities and it is difficult 
to distinguish between what sounds human and what doesn’t (“humanoid” or somewhere else), it 
is possible that these sounds could fall within the uncanny valley (70-90% human).  
Figure 5.2: The “uncanny valley” relating familiarity to human likeness.  
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Even if such recordings are more realistic, the combination of rigorous competition within 
the music industry and the increasing demands of modern audiences has forced artists to adopt 
drastically different musical personas for recordings and live-concert settings.33 While little 
research has been done to evaluate the implications of these trends, it is worth noting that the rise 
of perfect imperfections in digital music could also be potentially framed as one of Mark Katz’s 
“phonograph effects”. This phenomenon, as it pertains to the design and purpose of the ITO, will 
be further described in Chapter 6.   
Digital Protocols and Standardization  
The ability to represent music and all of its complexities as a line of code was a historical 
advancement for the world of music. Its utilization has not only produced faster and more efficient 
technology, but has also prompted the standardization of certain performance technique and 
communication software like MIDI. These changes to the industry, however, were not 
unprecedented, as the advent of early recording technology had a similar effect. For 
instrumentalists and composers alike, the widespread incorporation of vibrato into performance 
settings is a prime example of how advancing technology has continued to transform music-
making into the 21st century. Prior to the earliest days of recording (1910), vibrato was rarely, if 
ever, used by instrumentalists.8 By 1920, however, after a decade of recordings, continuous 
vibrato, as seen regularly in the 21st century, was already the norm. Katz suggested that this 
phonograph effect was a result of the awkward and early nature of early recording studios, where 
microphones had not been invented and recording was an entirely acoustical affair. Furthermore, 
the reproducibility of recording technology caused a greater awareness of errors involving 
intonation that would have otherwise been ephemeral in live performances. Because of this, it was 
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discovered that oscillating pitch changes associated with vibrato ultimately produced a more 
steady pitch that could be a defense against intonation errors. As a result, utilization of the 
technique increased dramatically and became the standard for both recorded and live 
performance.8  
In the modern era, the widespread utilization of digital technology in music production and 
consumption has also resulted in the normalization of certain communication software like the 
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) and Moving Picture Experts Group Layer-3 Audio 
(MP3). First released in 1983, MIDI is a computer protocol and set of standards that allows musical 
instruments and other hardware to communicate with one another. It is an extremely versatile tool 
for the digital age musician as it can physically connect devices, represent music, and act as a 
protocol to transmit digital data from device to another. In the years following its release, MIDI 
was originally limited to musicians and producers in professional recording studio settings, 
however, its interoperability allowed for increased accessibility and control between instruments, 
thus reducing the amount of hardware required for production and setting the stage for home 
recording.17 Aside from MIDI, MP3, an audio coding format for digital audio, has also been 
standardized as a widely accepted format for music distribution.7 The standardization of MP3 was 
powerful in that it transformed how and where people listened to music. With MP3, people were 
able to record larger numbers of audio files to writable CDs than could be held by pre-recorded 
CDs. The MP3 and its successors also made entire music libraries portable and by the dawn of the 
21st century, people were no longer restricted by the physicality of computational devices. Relating 
these concepts back to the ITO is particularly significant because without the standardization of 
this technology, its portability would mean nothing because the instrument would not be able to 
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connect to concert house equipment or sonically tailor its speaker array. More of this will be 
discussed in the following chapter. 
Digital Technology as a Vehicle to Explore Compositional Style  
The ability to represent the emotional and physical reality of everyday life as music has 
been a challenge that has captivated composers and performers alike for centuries. In keyboard 
literature, for example, Johannes Sebastian Bach famously used musical elements as religious 
symbols to express his own faith. His well-known “Prelude and Fugue BWV 552”, which is 
characterized by a key with three flats, three contrasting motives in the prelude, and three sections 
and three subjects in a triple fugue, was written specifically to represent the Holy Trinity.18 Other 
composers like Béla Bartók were also alleged to have frequently utilized mathematical phenomena 
like the golden ratio and Fibonacci numbers in their works. Although Bartók never publicly 
endorsed this, the musicologist, Ernö Lendvai, claimed the golden ratio and Fibonacci numbers 
recur as a dominant formal principle in the Hungarian composer’s pieces, particularly in “Sonata 
for two Pianos and Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta”.19 These pieces, despite their 
attention to some ideology, differ from works by other notable composers like Hector Berlioz 
(Symphonie Fantastique), Franz Liszt (Mazeppa), and Richard Strauss (Don Quixote), which can 
all be characterized as examples of program music, art music that attempts to render an extra-
musical narrative or meaning in a performance.  
Program music starkly contrasts absolute music, music that is solely about the music itself. 
The term was first coined by Richard Wagner in 1846, but the idea of music as “just music” is a 
much older concept dating back to Pythagoras and was developed better by the end of the 18th 
century alongside German romanticism.25, 26 Together, the debate over meaning between advocates 
of absolute music and program music sparked an incredible exploratory movement on aesthetics, 
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challenging the ways in which people perceived and attributed a sense of purpose to music. These 
arguments, which will be further explored in Chapter 7, would ultimately continue to have a 
profound influence on the ways in which developing technology was used in musical 
experimentation in the 20th century. In particular, the field of composition saw the rise of avant-
garde algorithmic and indeterminate ideologies as a means to determine where purpose in music 
was derived. Advocates of algorithmic composition, for example, the highly structuralist serial 
composer Arnold Schoenberg and post-serialist Milton Babbitt among others, saw beauty and 
meaning as something that was intrinsically built into a piece through strict rules governing the 
organization of series of pitches, rhythms, dynamics, timbres or other musical elements.27 
Proponents of indeterminism, however, like John Cage and Charles Ives, were more experimental 
and saw a piece’s meaning as something that could be extrinsically derived from nature or 
chance.28  
In the years that followed, the advent of digital technology, as would be expected, led to 
an explosion of new computer music which continued to explore algorithmic and indeterminate 
arguments in ways that had not been previously possible with analog instruments. As digital 
synthesis techniques became more advanced, algorithmic composers exploited the digital realm as 
a means to control any parameter they desired, including timbre, which had been considered a 
secondary parameter. To further deepen these explorations, improvements in the speed and 
processing of modern computers allowed for the generation of programs that could create models 
using stochastic or fixed procedures. Lejaren Hiller is widely recognized as the first composer to 
have applied computer programs to algorithmic composition. His work, The Illiac Suite for String 
Quartet, written in 1956, was one of the earliest known computer-aided compositions. Hiller used 
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Markov Chains through the piece, a type of stochastic model that describes a sequence of possible 
events that depend only on the state of the previous event.29  
John Cage, history’s foremost advocate for indeterminacy in music, wrote a substantial 
body of works exemplifying how musical structure can be derived from extra-musical elements 
from the world around us. For instance, in a number of his piano works, such as the Etudes 
Boreales, Etudes Australes, and the Freeman Etudes, Cage writes the pieces using star maps as 
the source material. In describing his composition style and that of indeterminacy he stated such 
music is "an affirmation of life – not an attempt to bring order out of chaos nor to suggest 
improvements in creation, but simply a way of waking up to the very life we're living".31 
Algorithmic and indeterminate music, however, were not mutually exclusive, as Hiller frequently 
collaborated with the well-known composer John Cage. Together, thanks to the power of digital 
computer music, the two of them combined artistic forces and composed HPSCHD in 1969,  a 
piece they described as “7 harpsichords playing randomly-processed music by Mozart and other 
composers, 51 tapes of computer-generated sounds, approximately 5,000 slides of abstract designs 
and space exploration, and several films.” 
Digital technology has done more than just allow musicians and composers to enhance 
their understandings of musical meaning within their own works. Digital technology has, for 
example, greatly enriched our own conceptual understandings of natural phenomena through the 
creation of compositions that embody complexities like fractals and the golden section, among 
other things.20, 21 Furthermore, digital technology has also allowed for the development of new 
music theories, such as the Spiral Array Model, which is a geometric model based in computational 
mathematics and developed by the MIT professor, Elaine Chew, that can be used to generate 
representations of higher level tonal elements as a composite of lower level components.22 While 
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some of these advancements and renewed interests in the theoretical nature of music have 
continued to widen the divide between the composer and the audience, as famously argued by the 
composer and theorist, Milton Babbitt in “Who Cares if You Listen?”, digital technology has, 
almost paradoxically, also globalized the music community and deepened relationships between 
artists and their supporters. This concept and the bulk of ideologies concerning the intersection of 
aesthetics and digital technology will be further examined in Chapters 6 and 7. In the meantime, it 
is important to recognize the expansive potential that digital culture and its technology could 
provide the musicians in the organ community.  
Globalization and the Paradox of Identity  
In 1990, the world witnessed the start of what has been previously defined in this chapter 
as the second pivotal moment in the history of digital technology, the creation of the World Wide 
Web.1 More colloquially known as the internet, this cyberspace has become increasingly 
influential in the everyday lives of musicians all around the world, from providing performers and 
composers a platform to develop and showcase their craft to connecting fellow musicians and 
globalizing music movements.7,8 Over time, the internet has had an empowering effect for 
musicians and their supporters by opening up new avenues for both parties who might have been 
traditionally powerless and voiceless, to gain a sense of control over the music and discourses they 
produce, distribute, and circulate.7 Without the hindrance of exclusive studios, this shift in power 
dynamics has resulted in a redefined relationship between the artist and audience. Not only could 
the internet allow fans to provide faster feedback for their favorite artists, but musicians could now 
connect with their supporters on social media websites, allowing them to be an important part of 
the music-making process. On the downside of this, the decentralization of these networks within 
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the music industry has contributed to the weakening of financial support systems and promotional 
capabilities for artists.1 
The 21st century has also witnessed the rise of so-called “bedroom musicians”. These 
individuals, who can produce music on their own terms and exploit the inexhaustible horizons of 
the internet to generate a fan base, have kindled a paradoxical identity crisis in the music industry.23 
They, along with many others, have used the increased accessibility and low cost associated with 
producing quality music as a means to advance their careers. While this has dramatically increased 
the number of young artists in the 21st century 23, 24, it has also resulted in the development of a 
culture where rapid information exchange and increased media consumption causes musicians to 
rise and fall more quickly.7 Furthermore, the rise of overnight sensations and other bedroom-artists 
has prompted musicians of all levels to relentlessly market themselves online in the pursuit of 
fame, increasing the amount of competition in the industry. Thus, in providing a platform for all 
musicians to advertise themselves, the internet’s competitive environment has also inadvertently 
diluted identity by making it increasingly challenging for individuals to create their own image 
among many others who are trying to do the same.  
This is not to say that the internet has only made developing a career more challenging for 
the 21st century musician, as the platform has also helped facilitate the globalization of the industry, 
but it has left the music world, what the journalist Sanjana Varghese calls, “porous and 
fractured.”24 While on one hand, the digital realm has shaped the industry in a way that geographic 
distances and national boundaries have become irrelevant to the distribution and dissemination of 
music, it is important to consider the consequences of this technology and how it could shape what 
the industry ultimately becomes. While it may be true that 21st century musicians can now use the 
digital realm to maintain a worldwide presence and interact with other musicians, enthusiasts, and 
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critics all around the world to share and discuss musical knowledge, continuously evolving 
technology may be irreversibly warping the world of music faster than we realize. In connecting 
this final concept back to Cameron Carpenter’s vision and the ITO, the rapidly evolving music 
industry has to be considered in order to understand how the ITO competes in these performance 
environments. More than this, the rigorous competition and consumerist culture highlight that the 
ITO must also continue to evolve its own technology if it is to stay relevant and fulfill its own 
mission to redefine the boundaries of modern concert organ performance.   
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Chapter 6 
The Intersectionality of Digital Culture and the International Touring Organ 
Global Reception  
 Since its premiere at the Lincoln Center on March 9th, 2014, the ITO has been used in 
performances all around the world.1 More than just a glorified digital organ, the instrument’s 
global reach and adaptable design reflect a culmination of progressive thought regarding the 
incorporation of digital technology into the musical world, while simultaneously preserving the 
history and origin of the traditional organ. The instrument’s attention to simulated realism, 
alongside the instrument’s portability, sonic and physical tailorability, and expressive potential, all 
embody progressivist ideologies (see Chapter 4 and 7) about digital culture and its integration into 
music performance. This same technology also preserves the memory and sounds (although their 
sources are confidential per M&O policy) of numerous historical pipe organs by incorporating 
recordings of their pipes into the ITO’s sound banks.1 More than this, the ITO conserves the 
context and identity of traditional instruments through its ability to perform in a variety of 
temperaments and modify its virtual winding system to imitate the mechanical systems of acoustic 
organs. Despite this dual nature, however, the ITO’s value and purpose have been heavily 
criticized by academics and members of the organ community alike.  
In a 2016 interview with Iveta Apkalna and VAN magazine, an organization that covers 
contemporary, classical, and early music, the French organist Olivier Latry, a tenured organist at 
Notre-Dame in Paris, expressed his disapproval of the ITO.2 When asked about the instrument as 
a solution for challenges facing modern organists, he stated “I would say that an organ—when you 
look at any dictionary—an organ is something with keyboards, wind, and pipes. His instrument 
has keyboards, but no wind and no pipes. So it’s not an organ.” In that same interview, when asked 
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about producing an instrument that combined all of the greatest features of traditional instruments, 
the principal organist of the Elbphilharmonie, Iveta Apkalna, related such an organ to the human 
experience.  She stated “every human being has a personality, and we have our good parts and bad 
parts. You can’t say, ‘My dream woman has Nicole Kidman’s eyes, Reese Witherspoon’s mouth, 
and Cameron Diaz’s legs.’ She wouldn’t look good at the end. As soon as you change something, 
you lose its quality and spirit.”  
These criticisms of the ITO are significant in that they address how the themes of identity 
and authenticity weave themselves into the fabric of the organ community and the greater music 
industry. While the concept of the ITO’s evolutionary identity has already been addressed (see 
Chapter 2), Apkalna’s discussion of authenticity relates back to the analysis of Taruskin’s Text 
and Act presented in Chapter 2. More than this, Apkalna’s use of elaborate metaphors to discuss 
infinite customizability as it relates to the organ showcases an interesting view of technology that 
possibly characterizes it as malignant force, or at the very least detrimental to the function of 
organs in society. Despite these criticisms and those of many others, 2-4 Carpenter defended the 
instrument as something that “allows the experience of the organ to transcend its physical realm 
and its limitations, which as an organ theorist allows you to assemble propositions of design that 
would be all but unthinkable in a pipe organ, for reasons ranging from economy to logistics to 
geography of placement, to physical issues like sympathy and resonance that keep certain pipes 
from being perfectly in tune depending on their proximity.” 5 It is clear from this rebuttal that 
Carpenter and Apkalna have diametrically opposed viewpoints on the functionality of digital 
instruments, yet their differences are a microcosm of the greater divide present in the organ 
community. As will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 7, Carpenter’s ideology aligns with 
that of a machinist, while Apkalna’s viewpoints are probably more closely aligned with those of 
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organ purists. While each philosophy has its own pros and cons, the fracturing of an already dying 
art is certainly not helping revival of interest in organ performance. Regardless, the ITO’s 
incorporation into the classical music industry could have lasting effects, many of which could 
change the fundamental direction of organ performance, yet before these ramifications are 
explored, this chapter will closely examine how the ITO has embraced a progressivist identity 
within digital culture while concurrently maintaining the integrity of traditional pipe organs.   
Setting the Stage: The ITO in a World of Diminishing Performance Niches  
 It has been well established that competition, particularly within the music industry, has 
become an integral thread in the fabric of Western societies.6 Success in such environments has 
been deemed what some scholars like Dr. Dawn Bennett of Curtin University, would call 
“musotopia”. As Bennett sees it, musotopia is a place for classical musicians where performance 
ambitions are realized with an international performance career. With the competition in the music 
industry becoming more intense every year, these esoteric performance niches are far and few 
between, with only a handful of aspiring music graduates ever achieving such a status.7 Particularly 
in the field of organ performance, waning public interest in the instrument and increasing societal 
secularization around the world has resulted in there being few people who have maintained a 
concert career or held secure academic positions.8 Furthermore, the number of organ students 
seeking professional performance careers has paradoxically fallen in the face of such industry 
shifts.9 National figures show the extent of the problem with graduate school statistics. According 
to the American Guild of Organists in New York City, the number of students seeking a master’s 
degree in organ performance in the U.S. has declined nearly 14 percent from fall 2012 to fall 2013, 
dropping from 102 students to 88. In addition, a 2015 demographics report released by the 
American Guild of Organists reported that its future membership projection is “dramatic”, as its 
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member count is predicted to fall 57% by 2045, declining from 16,000 to 6900. The statistics are 
reported in Figure 6.1. 
Figure 6.1 Membership Demographic Projections released by the American Guild of Organists in 2014 
 
 
Even those at the top of the industry, like notable performers Virgil Fox, Diane Bish, and 
Cameron Carpenter have taken action to increase the instrument’s exposure and awareness in their 
own careers, albeit by different means.10 Fox, with his portable Rodgers and later custom-built 
Allen, performed around the world in the 1970s on what was widely considered to be the first 
international touring organ (the “black beauty”), while Diane Bish performed on the world’s most 
revered instruments through her long-running “Joy of Music” TV show. Now into the 21st century, 
Carpenter is trying to continue the legacy of the organ, but in a different context with his ITO. 
Carpenter’s ITO takes advantage of the substantial malleability of digital technology as it relates 
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to the organ’s performance, but relies on the same principles of portability as Fox advocated 
throughout his career. In a mid-1970’s interview with WQXR, Fox emphasized that “it is 
imperative to have an organ that moved” and that “it opens up a world of repertoire and 
possibilities that aren’t possible on any other instrument”.11 Fox’s comments underscore the 
significance of what has led to the creation of a new performance niche in the organ community 
that few have means to compete with: a career that is characterized by a portable instrument. Aside 
from accessibility, the organ’s portability could be used as a means to play music with ensembles 
that is otherwise not widely performed, like organ and orchestra.  
While both Fox and Carpenter’s ITOs have experienced increased performance and media 
exposure because of their instrument’s portability, it is important to consider how Carpenter’s ITO 
has implemented digital technology into its design to expand the organ’s international performance 
niche. Organs, arguably the most complex of musical instruments, are well-suited for digital 
advancement and their incorporation into the digital domain can yield a number of technological 
benefits impossible on traditional instruments (see Chapter 3). Carpenter’s ITO, without losing the 
integrity of traditional instruments, ultimately takes advantage of this and was designed with 
progressivist ideologies that reflect the nature of 21st century digital culture. This intersection, as 
well as its possible ramifications on the international performance niche will be examined in the 
following section.  
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Digital Culture and Progressivist Ideologies within the ITO 
Perfect Imperfections  
Digital culture in the 21st century is marked by a paradoxical desire to depict reality as 
flawless, despite the fact that rarely anything is ever truly perfect. Particularly in recordings, as 
technology has improved, artistic trends have shifted away from raw, unedited performances 
towards music that is more heavily modified and edited, what was previously described in Chapter 
5 as “perfect imperfections”. These phenomena can be described through the concept of “the 
uncanny valley” and are present in the ITO’s design through the instrument’s simulated realism, 
its ability to distort its own sound to mimic the qualities of an acoustic instrument. Rather than 
projecting a completely flawless playback of digital samples from its sound banks, the ITO is 
capable of altering its audio output to reflect wind system and swell box limitations, variations in 
pipe speech stability, and many other characteristics normally associated with traditional pipe 
organs.  
These deviations from digital perfection could be described through the lens of what Mark 
Katz describes as a “phonograph effect”. As a result of developments in recording technology (see 
Ch.5), many artists have shifted towards creating music that is nearly perfect (tuning, rhythmic 
accuracy, tempo stability, etc.), but yet still contains certain human elements (variations in note 
stability, the introduction of statistical randomization). These “perfect imperfections” almost seek 
to mask the artificial nature of modern technology in a way that reinforces the fact that such music 
is truly “human”. The ITO, with all of technological capabilities, incorporates these perfect 
imperfections into its design in a way that blurs the boundaries between the digital and acoustic 
realms.  Programming of the instrument’s virtual wind-chest system (described in Ch.3), complex 
expression shade system, and mutable sample library that can be tuned however the performer 
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desires, all contribute to the ways in which the ITO takes the characteristics of acoustic instruments 
and incorporates them into a digital medium. Aside from “humanizing” the instrument, simulated 
realism in the ITO is a perfect example of how this digital organ pays homage to all of the 
traditional pipe organs that came before it. While at face value these additions reflect trends in 21st 
century digital culture, the ITO’s ability to incorporate samples from organs all around the world, 
different temperaments, and the technical limitations of historical instruments (wheezing, wind 
sag, etc.) reflect a nostalgic desire to modernize the organ while simultaneously preserving its 
legacy.  
Adaptability and Affordability   
Aside from perfect imperfections, the ITO’s technological adaptability also reflects trends 
in digital culture to increasingly accommodate music performance. Carpenter himself stated that 
the purpose of the instrument and its design was to “deepen the relationship between the organ and 
the organist.”1 Furthermore, the instrument’s creator echoed that his “vision is to keep the best of 
the classical organ – its emotional magnitude, its sonic range, its coloristic drama – but to liberate 
these from the pipe organ’s immobility, its moving parts, its cost, its institutionality.”13 The ITO, 
like many instruments, is personable and customizable, but is one of very few organs that allows, 
and nearly requires the depth of interactivity between the instrument and performer. An organist 
performing on a traditional pipe organ can have a deep knowledge of the instrument’s capabilities 
and limitations, but in the end, the instrument and performer both retain their own musical 
identities. The organist experience with the ITO is different, as its portability and customizability 
allow the instrument to be nearly any type or combination of organ that the organist desires. For 
Carpenter, he expressed that he wanted the ITO to be “the ‘American Classic’ cathedral organ 
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combine[d] with its counterpart, the cinema organ, in a single instrument. It has to have the 
cathedral organ’s expansiveness, and the Wurlitzer’s clarity, rapidity and audacity.”13  
Historically speaking, organists that have exclusively played pipe organs throughout their 
performer careers have struggled to learn new instruments and be adaptable to them. Regardless 
of the pipe organ’s design, each instrument has its own advantages and disadvantages which adds 
another layer of complexity to performing. In contrast, the deeper relationship that arises from the 
interactivity between the ITO and its performer comes with a number of benefits that can be visibly 
seen and felt within the performance ecosystem.14 These include a reduction in performance 
anxiety, a stronger connection between the audience and performer, and a greater ability for the 
artist to help channel their message.14 In addition to the deeper instrument-instrumentalist 
relationship, the ITO’s sonic tailorability and geographic audio system provide the performer with 
more control over the instrument’s acoustics and aural architecture of venues in comparison to 
traditional instruments (see Ch.3).  
These advantages, however, do not come without cost. The ITO was originally 
commissioned for $1.4 million and while that price may be considerably more than what most 
organists can afford, most churches spend $500,000 to millions of dollars in construction costs for 
pipe organs with over 20 ranks.15 The ITO already has a sister instrument localized in West Palm 
Beach, Florida, but more like it could be coming along the way as they become more affordable 
and technology develops. The earliest synthesizers, particularly the RCA synthesizer at the 
Princeton-Columbia Music Center, originally cost $250,000 to create and install, but such 
production costs have fallen so much so that such synthesizers are becoming household 
instruments.16 As the digital world and its technology continue to develop, the ITO’s creator 
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echoes those same aspirations for his instrument to be standardized one day in performance halls 
across the world.  
Standardization and Globalization  
Reflecting back on the notion of international performance niches, it is inherent that the 
ITO’s technology and portability provide the instrument with a global presence. Despite its 
substantial size when compared to other digital organs, the instrument was designed to provide the 
performer with easy installation and disassembly procedures when traveling to and from venues 
(Figure 6.2). The instrument is transported in roughly 30 cases of varying sizes that contain the 
console, speakers, subwoofers, 3 supercomputer/amplifier, and high-power horns. To ensure the 
safety of the installation crew and reduce the chance of damage to the instrument, a hydraulic jack 
is used to assemble the console in less than 30 minutes.17The cases supporting the bipolar speakers 
Figure 6.2. Installation of the ITO at the Lincoln Center. Photos by Samuel Nelson  
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connect to the engines via a 100-foot cable that utilizes audio industry standard connections. While 
a detailed description of the ITO’s major components was described in chapter 3, it is important 
to emphasize that the instrument’s standardized technology allows it to connect to any house stage 
in nearly any physical configuration. This flexible setup is primarily a result of the instrument’s 
geographic audio system (GAS) and its physical adaptability provides the ITO with a platform to 
perform at venues all around the world that traditional organs would otherwise not be capable of, 
including stadiums, outdoor environments, and other venues that already contain a pipe organ.17 
Potential Ramifications 
The impact of the progressivist ideologies implemented into the design of the ITO could 
generate a number of consequences on the career of a 21st century concert organist utilizing the 
instrument in the current digital culture. First, the instrument’s portability, ease of installation and 
disassembly, and adaptable physical configuration could provide its performer with increased 
access to more performance venues and audiences compared to organists that play exclusively on 
pipe organs. Because classical musicians, and particularly organists, are already experiencing the 
effects of waning public interest in their concerts, possessing an instrument that grants its 
performer easy access to a wider audience base would be particularly advantageous in the music 
industry’s competitive climate.8  In an increasingly secularized culture that is obsessed with 
providing accessibility to its consumers, the ITO, existing as an instrument that can be owned, has 
the potential to overcome the physical barriers faced by traditional instruments, while 
simultaneously ushering in a new standard for organ performance untethered of religious or 
academic connotations.9 The instrument’s creator, Cameron Carpenter, has echoed this exact 
ideology, stating in an essay appearing in the playbill of the 2014 Cameron Carpenter Festival that 
“playing at the pleasure of an institution on an instrument he/she does not own, caught between 
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the academy and the church – between expectations of authenticity to text and authenticity before 
God – the position of the organist is hardly to be envied. The International Touring Organ is 
therefore a staggering challenge to me artistically. If the pipe organ’s immobility seems at times 
symbolic, then all the more so is the International Touring Organ’s mobility.” 18 In this text, 
Carpenter’s discussion of institutional tethering as the organ’s insignia is powerful because it is 
indicative of how physical performance barriers transcend into the philosophical. More than this, 
Carpenter’s comments touch on how the ITO’s portability could generate a schism and redefine 
what the organ’s associations should be.  
Aside from physical barriers, the depth of interactivity that the ITO requires of its 
performer alongside that of the instrument’s substantial sonic tailorability could provide future 
concert organists with more flexibility regarding their artistic style and identity, characteristics that 
are generally more rigid for instrumentalists performing on traditional pipe organs. Not only could 
such stylistic and identity-based adaptability expand international performance niches within the 
organ community, but a wider array of performance approaches could help revive public interest 
within the instrument and inspire future generations of performers. Additionally, with all of the 
technological capabilities that couple the ITO and its performer (see Chapter 3), the instrument 
could potentially contribute to the creation of new organ music and literature that expands the 
boundaries of traditional organ performance, another advantageous characteristic that could 
drastically improve the success of a concert organist seeking an international performance career. 
These literature possibilities and historical trends in the aesthetics of the organ will be further 
explored through the lens of the ITO’s artistic impact in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 7 
Aesthetic Trends in Organ Performance Practice and Technique 
Relating Aesthetic Universals to Performance Practice in Music   
Like many other fields, musical aesthetics can be ephemeral and dynamically shape-
shifting.1The viewpoints, values, and approaches of scholars, composers, and instrumentalists of 
the 18th century are almost nothing like those in the 21st century, despite the efforts of some of the 
latter to mimic earlier practices. This distinction marks what it means for musicians throughout 
history to exhibit different performance practices, or viewpoints concerning how music is or was 
performed.2 To understand how and why certain musical trends and techniques dominated certain 
eras throughout history, it is important to first consider how different aesthetic considerations have 
described the human experience within the musical and artistic world. The philosopher Denis 
Dutton identified six key universal signatures in aesthetics: virtuosity, pleasure, style, criticism, 
imitation, and special focus.3 While there is much to be said about all of these in their relationships 
with historical performance practice in music, this chapter in particular will focus on the 
conceptions surrounding the universals of imitation, style, and criticism, in order to provide some 
insight as to how the ITO could change the history of the organ.  
The word performance practice derives from the German word, Aufführungspraxis, and as 
a field, has primarily focused on music written before 1750 or “early music”.2While studying early 
music is crucial to possessing a greater understanding of instrumental and compositional identities, 
there are a number of noticeable trends and practices from the 20th and early 21st centuries that are 
worth examining to provide context for the ITO’s performance environment. As was mentioned 
in Chapter 5, the competition and consumer media associated with the modern digital world has 
changed the ways in which people perform and make music. One fascinating and pertinent 
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phenomenon that can be used to frame these changes concerns the writings of Babette Babich on 
the 21st century music industry and what she calls the “Hallelujah Effect”.4 The Hallelujah Effect 
refers to the mediation of music in the age of a widespread and multifaceted digital broadcasting 
medium that depicts music performance as a currency and commodity. Originally used to describe 
Leonard Cohen’s “Hallelujah” and k.d. lang’s rendition of the piece, the effect can be more widely 
generalized to describe how the modern music industry has become a “culture of copy” and a 
powerful living example of Gesamtkunstwerk, a “unified or total work of art”.5  
When Cohen’s “Hallelujah” was initially released, it was not popular, but over the years 
and through its spread on social media, its utilization and meaning have been transformed and 
distorted since the original 1984 recording.4 The piece has been portrayed in almost every context 
of human life (films, television, online shows, covers, weddings, etc.) each with differing images 
and meanings associated with their respective performances. For example, in Babich’s analysis of 
k.d. lang’s well-known 2005 performance of “Hallelujah”, she discusses how the cinematic 
background that accompanies her performance, including the elaborate lighting, religious imagery, 
and vibrant colors, contributes to the embodiment of the piece and her cover’s fame.4 With the 
specific meanings and implications of this performance set aside, the last point is particularly 
important because it suggests that musical success in the 21st century is more than just the music 
that one can produce. Musical success is about “the take that takes”, and musical works are free to 
be mutated until they click with their audiences or disappear from the concert scene.4  
Babich offers several reasons why the music industry has evolved this way over the last 
few decades using a quote from the German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche. She argues that 
exploration of the Hallelujah Effect is driven by “dissonance assuming human form - and what 
else is man? - this dissonance would need, to be able to live, a magnificent illusion which would 
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spread a veil of beauty over its own nature”.4 Staying within the scope of this text, this quote is 
significant because it highlights the role of equilibrium and artistic freedom in the modern world. 
Nietzsche associates dissonance with what is known as a Dionysian order (chaos) as opposed to 
an Apollonian order (rational thinking), but reality functions as a balance of these two forces.4 
Babich’s discussion of this in meaningful because it entails that the spread of music through a 
technological medium in the modern world requires a balance of both unbound freedom and more 
structural rationalist thinking. More succinctly, this is meant to explain the rise of new 
permutations and combinations of traditional music practices throughout music history. It is about 
the combination of the visual, theatrical, and musical elements of performance (Gesamtkunstwerk). 
The idea of a multimedia artistic performance was popularized by Richard Wagner, 
although many others throughout history have discussed this concept in their philosophical 
musings about culture and utopian visions.5 While Wagner attempted to create works that 
embodied many artistic forms, his performance environment was a completely different world 
compared to our own that is heavily connected by the internet and other broadcasting technology. 
While Wagner’s ideology concerning art as a form are not all that different than those of the 
modern era, the distinct role of advanced technology in the current performance ecosystem is 
considerable. With this in mind, 21st century musicians should perform with an understanding that 
Gesamtkunstwerk and the Hallelujah Effect have come to dominate the digital medium. Musical 
performances have generally become less about rigid artistic frameworks and more about how and 
why people perform, audience connection (pathos) over academic and traditional adherence.   
Considering Cameron Carpenter’s physical image and performance techniques on the ITO, 
the Hallelujah Effect and Gesamtkunstwerk must both be considered when examining the ITO’s 
place in history because such concepts provide insight as to why the instrument (and performer) 
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have garnered substantial momentum and controversy in the organ community over the last few 
years. For starters, Carpenter’s performances on the instrument are known because of his own 
distinct image that feeds into the consumerist culture of individuality and expressional freedom. 
Many concert reviews written over the last few years have made a note of the performer’s 
appearance, writing “[he was] outfitted in blue crushed velvet tails, platform shoes backed with 
rhinestones, and sporting a bald undercut Mohawk hairstyle”6 and “the mammoth apparatus was 
lighted in warm red or moody blue, and seated before it Carpenter seemed like a 21st century space 
commander with a Mohawk haircut”.7 Countless articles like these feed into Carpenter’s 
controversy, but are easily linked to the earlier mentioned aesthetic universals of style, criticism, 
and imitation.  
The universal aesthetic of style is more obvious with Carpenter’s performances and their 
respective reviews, but relating the concept of imitation is more complex. The ITO is a theoretical 
imitation of the great past organs that came before it, albeit with improved technology and a more 
expansive sonic toolbox. Aside from this instrumental imitation, Carpenter’s artistic decisions are 
also not completely unique. Organists like Virgil Fox boldly performed eccentric renditions of 
Bach on his own ITO, the “Black Beauty”, for years before Carpenter arrived to the performance 
scene.8 While Carpenter may create interesting and thought-provoking transcriptions and 
compositions of great musical works from the past, there is much to say about his career as a 
continuation of the traditions of those who came before him. Yet, Carpenter’s physical appearance 
on the ITO, his musical decisions on the instrument, and his embrace of technology characterize a 
new era of organ performance and culture that paradoxically embodies elements of 
Gesamtkunstwerk in a way that has never been done before.  
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Relating the Organ Shifting Overton Window to Carpenter’s Career 
To elaborate on what was previously mentioned, the Hallelujah Effect (the mediation of 
music in the age of a widespread and multifaceted digital broadcasting medium that depicts music 
performance as a currency and commodity)  will be reexamined alongside an otherwise political 
phenomenon known as the Overton Window, which is a range of ideas that a community considers 
to be normal or conceivable.9 While the window of ideas is generally stable over time, anything 
outside this range of ideas would be considered radical or unthinkable in a respective community. 
To shift this window of what is considered normal, one must commit repeated acts outside of the 
conventional range of ideas until more radical behaviors become normalized in a community.9 
This concept is particularly important in the dying organ community of the 21st century that is 
becoming increasingly more polarized over Carpenter’s efforts to “modernize” and “secularize” 
the pipe organ.10The organ community has been divided by technology’s integration into the 
instrument, allowing for the rise of two communities, “purists” who support the absolute 
preservation of historical organ structures and practices, and “machinists” who support the idea of 
continuous instrumental improvement through technology and the modernization of organ 
performance practices in the music community.  
Carpenter, with his substantial organ career demonstrating the value of technology and 
virtuosity combined, is shifting the organ community’s Overton Window towards a machinist 
worldview. However, Carpenter does more than shift the framework for what is considered normal 
for the instrument: his strong embrace of individuality through his image (attire and physical 
makeup) has also shifted the window for what is considered normal in classical concert music 
performance. Both of these ideas connect to the evermore wide-spread Hallelujah Effect. 
Carpenter’s characteristic performance style on the ITO is that “take that takes” (that performance 
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that makes the performer-audience connection) and his ability to combine a multitude of art forms 
while connecting with his audiences on online social platforms has facilitated his fame in the 
internet community and society abroad. Moreover, his career is conceptually analogous to k.d. 
lang’s cover of Cohen’s “Hallelujah” in that his new innovative approach to the organ has revived 
an instrument that has historically been declining in popularity. With this new utilization of 
technology and online platforms, however, the organ is held to the same standards that govern the 
rigorous competition of 21st century music industry. While this may create organists that are better 
educated on how to compete and succeed in the music industry, it is important to ultimately ask 
whether this is a temporary shift in the traditions and practices of the instrument that have 
otherwise dominated for centuries or if Carpenter’s efforts may permanently alter the field forever.  
Aesthetics Movements of the 20th Century: The Birth of the Electronic Organ  
Little research has been done on the electronic organs of the 20th century largely due to 
what the United Kingdom concert organist, Christopher Stanbury, calls their associated stereotypes 
as “dated appliance of home entertainment”.11 Yet, in order to better understand how the ITO fits 
into the 21st century performance scene, it is necessary to examine some of the 20th century 
aesthetic movements associated with the electronic organ. Historically, use of electronic organs 
has fallen into three broad categories: classical performance, accompaniment in cinemas, and 
home entertainment.12Within each of these realms, Stanbury argues that the lack of literature and 
knowledge vacuum are because the electronic organ is regarded as an instrument that is no longer 
in a “supportive cultural and artistic context”.11 Furthermore, the bulk of material that could 
provide insight regarding the performance practices surrounding this subculture of the organ exists 
primarily in non-textual forms like records and accounts of organists who performed throughout 
that era. Despite this, recent efforts by those like Stanbury and others have been made to better 
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detail the history of the instrument in order to understand what directions the electronic organ may 
go in the 21st century.  
The earliest electronic organ, the Hammond Model A, was developed by the Hammond 
Clock Company of Chicago in April of 1935 as a cheaper and more easily repairable replacement 
of the pipe organ.11,13 Early instruments like these produced tones that were substantially different 
than contemporary pipe organs and this discrepancy was met with both criticism and creativity. 
While the former inspired early electronic organ developers to revise the technological basis 
behind their instruments, the latter signified the electronic organ’s introduction to jazz and popular 
music.11 As was mentioned in last chapter regarding the discussion of affordability with the Moog 
Synthesizer, the Hammond Model A was initially listed at 1193 USD (roughly 30,460.78 USD in 
2019), which was more than most could afford.11,14 Yet, despite how expensive this early model 
was, Hammond heavily marketed itself and soon created a culture surrounding the instruments and 
its products, even distributing its own newsletter, the Hammond Times.15  
While Hammond continued to refine its products in the years to come, the emergence of 
Lowrey Organ Company with its emphasis on emulative voicing (imitation of acoustical 
instrument sounds) changed the direction of the industry. Whereas Hammond organs were become 
a niche instrument of entertainment, Lowrey organs pushed initial serious efforts to make the 
electronic organ sound more like the pipe organ with its use of stops that used recorded samples 
of violins and trumpets among others.11 As international relations stabilized in the mid-20th 
century, electronic organs were sold worldwide and at a rate similar to that of pianos.11,16 By the 
1970s, Hammond and Lowrey were dwarfed by companies like Yamaha, National Panasonic, and 
JVC, that focused on the production of digital pipe organs that were cheaper and more accessible 
to the average performer. The developments that combined digital technology with emulative 
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voicing continued into the 1990s, but came to a slow halt at the end of the decade when the 
manufacturers started experiencing a steep decline in sales.11 Today, the parent companies of the 
electronic organ, Lowrey and Hammond have been consumed by Kawai and the Suzuki Music 
Company respectively, existing solely as remnants of a dying art.  
The “democratization” of the electronic organ (the oversimplification of the instrument to 
reach a wider consumer base) in the 20th century economy included instruments that emphasized 
how easy the organ could be to play with techniques like the “one finger method”. Promotional 
efforts like these to reach out to consumers generated stereotypes in popular music culture that 
ultimately created ideological tensions between the electronic and pipe organ communities over 
instrumental study and instant gratification.11 This oversimplification of the organ (an otherwise 
complex instrument that takes years of study to reach proficiency) through the marketing of digital 
and electronic organs ultimately created a stigma around them that discredited their academic value 
in the performance realm. The concert organist, Christopher Stanbury, directly references this in 
his PhD dissertation with his discussion of the digital organ stereotype as a “dated appliance[s] of 
home entertainment” and symbol of mainstream consumerist culture. With this in mind, it is 
persuasive to make to make a connection between the democratization of the electronic organ 
during the 20th century and the stigma surrounding the digitalization of the organ at the beginning 
of the new millennium. Even now, the effects of the electronic organ’s democratization are still 
lingering in the deep divide that exists between the purists and machinists of the 21st century.  
The ITO and the Expansion of Organ Literature and Technique  
Cameron Carpenter’s Transcription of Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini 
While the ITO’s digital nature provides its performers with a wider array of expressive 
possibilities, its technology and adaptability do not democratize the pipe organ as an instrument. 
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In fact, the deeper relationship between the ITO and its organist as well as the knowledge required 
to manipulate the geographic audio system makes the instrument even more exclusive compared 
to existing acoustic counterparts. While the ITO’s complexity may decrease its user friendliness, 
it has been mentioned previously that its sonic adaptability and unique console structure could 
potentially expand organ literature and technique. For example, in an online interview with 
Carpenter regarding his transcription of Sergei Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini 
for the organ, he discusses how his transcription expands the organ literature by providing the 
instrument with a platform to creatively perform with orchestras in the classical concert setting in 
a way a piano or traditional organ could not. Especially given the lack of substantial historical 
organ literature featuring organ and orchestra, Carpenter’s transcription is innovative and a 
creative example of how to expand the organ’s fundamental abilities. In this interview, Carpenter 
describes the piece as a “dance of two orchestras” and highlights the ways in which the organ is 
perfectly suited for this role in the literature. Early into the discussion of the work, Carpenter 
highlights the organ’s inability to accent as precisely as the piano, so his transcription accounts for 
this through left hand accompaniment on other manuals, drawing attention to accents through tonal 
combinations and the juxtapositions of different musical “colors”.17 Carpenter also indicates that 
while the organ has a greater dynamic range than the piano, the organ has less keys, so he 
frequently utilizes substitution on other manuals throughout the variations as a means to make the 
piece playable. 
Carpenter’s transcription of the work also attempts to provide insight as to how the piece 
could be interpreted. For instance, the statement of counter theme, the Dies Irae, in Carpenter’s 
rendition of the rhapsody is different than how the piece is standardly played on the piano. The 
ITO, with ample expression shades and a substantial bass specification, often supplements the 
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orchestra and plays the solo parts throughout the piece, something the original piano part does not 
include. Furthermore, the organ, unlike the piano, can also crescendo sustained notes and 
Carpenter utilizes this freely with the Dies Irae theme and the famous 18th variation.17 Carpenter’s 
transcription also features a number of creative artistic jabs and references to the traditional pipe 
organ. In the 12th variation, for example, Carpenter parodies the church pipe organ with his use of 
a plenum registration and ornamentation of the theme in the first few measures. This variation also 
makes use of the ITO’s powerful and unusually tuned string stops (see Appendix A) that create 
an atmosphere of dissonance, mystery, and despair reminiscent of Rachmaninoff’s wistful feelings 
concerning his exile from Russia. The 16th variation also includes references to traditional organ 
literature through its allusion to César Franck’s “Piece Heroique” in the interplay between the 
manuals and pedal.  
Following this, the 17th variation of the piece, which itself is foreboding and dark, makes 
use of the ITO’s extended pedalboard to mimic the piano line of the piece, something a standard 
32-note pedalboard on most pipe organs would not be able to do.17, 18 Carpenter’s transcription 
also requires use of multiple manuals with one hand to bring out the inner melodies and subliminal 
counterpoint of the variation which is not featured in the original arrangement. Finally, another 
unique artistic interpretation of the transcription includes Carpenter’s choice to make the 21st 
variation a pedal solo, again taking advantage of the ITO’s uniquely extended pedalboard to make 
the performance feasible.17 Taken together, Carpenter’s transcription demonstrates both the ITO 
and organ’s capabilities to perform outside the standard range of classical literature and how his 
instrument’s technology and expressive potential provide its performers with a sonic toolbox 
outside the scope of most traditional pipe organs.  
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Future Directions of Organ in the 21st century  
At this point, it is impossible to say with certainty whether the ITO or any digital organ 
will permanently change the direction and viewpoints of those in the 21st century organ 
community, but its potential to redefine how organists and musicians alike view the intersection 
of music and technology is compelling. While the instrument is a progressive beacon for 
machinists that materializes their vision of an instrument that can demonstrate the power of the 
digital realm to remove performance barriers associated with modern concert organ performance, 
the ITO also preserves the historical traditions of over two millennia of the organ and provides its 
performers with substantially more expressive potential all within a single instrument. As 
technology continues to advance, the ITO may become a prototype for future digital organs that 
are stronger, more reliable, more efficient, and more musical than those that currently exist. If such 
instruments were developed, their advent would have the potential to usher in a new golden age of 
organ performance, kindling both public interest and demonstrating the organ’s capability to be a 
competitive, front-runner in concert performance environments.  
While there are still a number of social barriers and ideological tensions between organists 
on what the future direction of the instrument should be, it is evident that if the organ is to survive 
another two millennia, more needs to be done to make the organ relevant to a rapidly developing 
digital culture. Furthermore, this thesis previously described historical organ reformations like the 
Orgelbewegung in the 20th century that stood to return the organ back to the aesthetics associated 
with the baroque era, exemplifying the failure of conservative ideals to adapt to the modern musical 
world.19 While this is one instance of an unsuccessful reform, it is important to remember that the 
incorporation of digital technology into the organ has the potential to make the instrument relevant 
and competitive in the classical music industry. Such efforts to modernize the “king of 
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instruments” in the past have not occurred with the strength and momentum that the ITO possesses, 
but the longstanding impact of the instrument remains to be seen. Will the ITO, Cameron 
Carpenter’s efforts, and the movement surrounding him to revolutionize and redefine the organ 
leave a lasting legacy of promise and rebirth for centuries? Or will history remember the ITO as a 
folly propagated by progressivist machinists that did more damage than good? While only time 
will be able to tell, the ITO has made a powerful impact on the global music community in the few 
short years that have followed since its creation, demonstrating not only the value of the 
intersection of technology and music, but also its impressive potential to save a dying art from 
oblivion.  
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Epilogue 
The Role of Virtuosos in the Continuity of Musical Movements  
Identifying Dynamic Traditions in the 21st Century Organ Community 
While the International Touring Organ is certainly a manifestation of a plethora of 
progressivist ideologies concerning the intersectionality of digital technology and the ever-
changing music industry of the 21st century (see Chapter 5-7), the ITO is, in many ways, also an 
embodiment of its creator, Cameron Carpenter. Because of this connection, Carpenter’s vision and 
performance style are often difficult to separate from the ITO, suggesting that his departure from 
the global stage could slow or even stop the movement surrounding the incorporation of digital 
technology into concert organ performance since there are few to no major figures in the current 
digital field. It could be argued that despite all that Carpenter has done to emphasize the stylistic, 
interpretative, and musical freedom of concert organ performance, there is currently not enough 
evidence to suggest that there is a substantial school of thought surrounding him to continue his 
legacy. While the ITO is still very early into its musical career, it must be asked whether it is too 
late to revive the organ community in its deeply divided state or if new generations of concert 
organists can find a way to simultaneously preserve Carpenter’s visions and the glory of organ 
tradition.  
The juxtaposition of Carpenter’s philosophy and historical organ tradition encompass the 
nature of what can be described as dynamic tradition, an ideological framework that preserves core 
foundational beliefs, but possesses flexibility to ensure societal relevance.4 If Carpenter’s 
contributions are to leave a lasting impact on the organ community, he will need to embrace some 
aspect of this in order to both unify the organ community and develop a more far-reaching school 
of thought that can capture the minds of talented young organists who can extend his influence 
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within their own localities. Furthermore, evidence of the relationship between dynamic traditions 
and musical continuity is particularly compelling when considering the role and effect of virtuosos 
throughout history.  
Of the great instrumentalists that have existed and performed over the last few centuries, 
Franz Liszt (1811-1886) is the strongest example of a virtuoso that found a way to ensure the 
continuity of his performance ideologies and legacy. The primary vehicle of this transmission 
involved teaching the brightest and most-talented young musicians of his era. Prior to his 
pedagogy, however, Liszt had a noteworthy concert career in which he was a prominent 
representative of Neudeutsche Schule, the New German School, and a radically engaging 
performer on the international stage.1 The talented, handsome, and frequently flamboyant pianist, 
Liszt, was prone to creating what critics like Heinrich Heine described as “Lisztomania” and “Liszt 
fever”, a phenomenon akin to how people treat celebrity musicians today.1,2 In his concerts, he 
was able to work audiences into a state of ecstasy where members of the audiences would fight 
over his handkerchiefs, gloves, locks of hair, and broken piano strings.1 The phenomenon swept 
across Europe in 1842 and continued long into Liszt’s career, but this fame alone was not enough 
to secure the great virtuoso’s legacy.  
Liszt first began teaching in 1827 and soon developed a substantial school of thought 
surrounding his performance flair and musical beliefs. His pedagogical style was characterized by 
emphasis of artistic identity and the performer-audience connection (pathos).1 He taught each 
student as individuals and did not try to make copies of himself, insisting on the generation of 
unique musicians that could carry on their own legacies of excellence. He was keen on image and 
form, but did not teach much technique, noteworthy for saying “wash your dirty linen at home”.3 
His criticisms of his students using elaborate metaphors highlighted his musical creativity and 
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artistic interpretation, telling one practicing Beethoven’s Waldenstein Sonata to “not chop 
beefsteak” or another who was playing one of Liszt’s own compositions to “stop mixing salad”.3 
Despite his crudeness at times, Liszt’s students (Figure E.1) ultimately dominated the musical 
landscape of the 19th century and continued to dramatically influence the music of the 20th century. 
 At the center of his career, Liszt was a virtuoso who helped define romanticism and clarify 
the role of the piano and music in society. While his personality came to define the concert pianist, 
his performances and teaching career emphasized that music was about transcending social and 
political boundaries. For example, Liszt popularized the concept of solo recitals in a time where it 
was rare for artists to give solo performances.3 His image and provocation of Lisztomania at his 
concerts helped reveal the value of music people placed in their lives. In addition, his compositions 
Figure E.1: Franz Liszt with his students. In the 1st row: Saul Liebling, Alexander Siloti, Arthur Friedheim, Emil 
von Sauer, Alfred Reisenauer, and Alexander Gottschalg. In the 2nd row: Moriz Rosenthal, Viktoria Drewing, 
Alexandrine Paramanoff, Franz Liszt, Annett Hempel-Friedheim (mother of A. Friedheim), and Hugo Mansfeldt. 
Photo by Louis Held.   
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like Piano Sonata in B minor stretched the limits of what was previously thought to be technically 
possible on the piano. Through these, it is clear that while Liszt was a pillar of musical continuity, 
he was also a guardian of dynamic tradition. His embrace of classical music traditions in 
innovative, yet engaging ways inspired future musicians while simultaneously changing the 
frameworks with which people approached and studied the piano and music altogether.     
In comparing Liszt’s career to Carpenter’s, it could be argued that despite Carpenter’s age, 
he shares a number of interesting parallels with Liszt. The first and most important of these is that 
each artist emphasized music transcending boundaries, whether they be physical or philosophical. 
Another similarity concerns Carpenter’s masterful playing, flamboyant image, and ability to 
conjure excitement in his audiences, all of which have brought a new life back to concert organ 
performance. Together, these connections suggest that virtuosos have a particular role to play as 
“pillars of musical continuity” in society and agents of dynamic traditions. They must preserve the 
tradition of successful performance, while simultaneously being able to offer the musical world 
something intellectually innovative and engaging to keep the field moving forward. 
In the 21st century, Carpenter’s career has set up the framework for him to become one of 
these pillars of continuity, showing the musical world that the organ can and should find more 
ways to use advanced digital technology as a tool to achieve artistic goals. His creation of the ITO 
satisfies the need to preserve the history of the organ, but also finds a way to make the instrument 
relevant and engaging again in a manner that has not been done for years. While Carpenter has 
already begun to leave his mark on the organ community by utilizing the internet as a platform for 
activism, kindling audience excitement for the organ in his performances, and constructing 
additional copies of the ITO (Kravis Center in West Palm Beach, Florida) around the world, he 
still needs to do more to inspire future generations of young organists and other musicians. As it 
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stands, young organists around the world that have grown up in digital environments, especially 
those that understand technology’s incredible ability to redefine traditional concert boundaries, 
possess the greatest potential to preserve both Carpenter and the ITO’s legacy. The question now, 
however, is will Carpenter take advantage of that?  
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Appendix 
 
Appendix A: Current Division Stops within the International Touring Organ  
Positive Accompaniment Great Main Swell 
8 Small Principal 
8 Nason Flute 
4 Fugara 
4 Copula 
2 2/3 Nasard 
2 Gemshorn 
1 3/5 Tierce 
1 1/3 Larigot 
1 1/7 Septième / Alternate 
IV Quint Mixture 1 1/3 
III Cymbale 1/2 
16 Dulzian 
8 Cromorne 
8 Tuba  
8 State Trumpet 
 
8 Horn Diapason 
8 Horn Diapason Celeste I 
8 Tibia P 
4 Flute d'Amour 
8 Tibia F 
8 Dulciana 
8 Aquarelle III 
8 Quintana II 
8 Viola 
8 Viola Celeste II 
8 First Dulcet V 
8 Second Dulcet III 
8 Orchestral Viols II 
8+4 Swell Massed Strings XIII 
8 Massed Gambas IV 
VIII String Mixture Celeste 
8 Vox Erlkönig  
8+4 Vox Hum. Cel. Chorus IV 
8 Solo Vox Humana 
8 English Horn P 
8 Oboe Horn 
8 Clarinet 
8 French Horn 
8 Tuba Horn 
 
16 Sub Principal 
16 Quintadena 
8 Diapason 
8 Principal 
8 Flute 
8 Gamba Celeste II 
5 1/3 Fifth / Alternate 
4 Octave 
4 Harmonic Flute 
2 2/3 Twelfth 
2 Fifteenth 
VIII Harmonics 3 1/5 
V Mixture 2 
VII Cymbale 1 
16 Bombard 
8 Bombard 
4 Bombard 
8 English Post Horn 
8 Tuba 
8 State Trumpet 
8 Erzahler Celeste II 
 
16 Bourdon 
8 Diapason 
8 Bourdon 
8 Gamba 
8 Gamba Celeste 
4 Octave 
4 Flute 
2 Piccolo 
2 Principal 
1 Fife 
II Sesquialtera 2 2/3 + 1 3/5 
V Full Mixture 2 
16 Contre Trompette 
8 Trompette 
8 Cornopean 
8 Oboe 
4 Cornet 
 
Orchestral Swell  Solo  Main Bombarde  Echo Bombarde  
8 Doppel Flute / Alternate 
8 Salicional 
8 Voix Celeste II 
8 Muted Violes Celeste II 
8 Concert Flute Celeste II 
8 Night Flute PPP 
4 Muted Violins Celeste II 
4 Unda Maris II 
16 Orchestral Bassoon NEEDS NEW TAB 
16 Musette 
8 Vox Humana 
8 Clarinet F 
8 Gamba 
8 Gamba Celeste I 
8 English Horn F 
8 First Orchestral Horn 
8 Second Orch. Horn / Alternate 
8 Orchestral Muted Trumpet 
8 Lyric Flute 
8 Tuba 
8 State Trumpet 
 
16 English Post Horn 
16 Tuba Horn 
16 Tibia F 
16 Orchestral Muted Trumpet 
16 Solo Vox Humana 
16 Orchestral Viols II 
8 English Post Horn 
8 Tuba Horn 
8 Euphonium / Alternate 
8 Tibia F 
8 Tibia P 
8 Dulcet II  
8 Gouaches II 
8 Flugel Horn 
8 State Trumpet 
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8 Tibia F 
8 Tuba 
8 English Post Horn 
8 State Trumpet 
8 Harmonic Trumpet F 
 
8 Principal Diapason II 
8 Lyric Clarinet II (Clarinet + Lyric Flute) 
8 Clarinet 
8 First Orchestral Horn 
8 Solo Vox Humana 
8 Saxophone 
8-4 Acc. Massed Celestes XXVI 
8 Orchestral Viols II 
8+4 Swell Massed Strings XIII 
4 Tibia F 
2 2/3 Mutation Tibia 
2 Tibia F 
1 3/5 Mutation Tibia 
1 Piccolo  
 
Main Pedal Orchestral Pedal Percussions Non-tonal 
Percussion 
32 Diapason 
32 Violone 
32 Sub Bass 
16 Diapason 
16 Principal 
16 Violone 
16 Bourdon 
8 Octave 
8 Flute 
4 Principal 
4 Flute 
V Aliquot 5 1/3 
V Full Mixture 2 2/3 
III High Mixture 2 / Alternate  
32 Contra Trombone 
16 Trombone 
16 Bombard 
8 Trumpet 
8 Bombard 
4 Clarion 
2 Super Clarion 
8 Tuba 
8 State Trumpet 
 
32 Dolce PP 
32 Muted Basses Celeste II 
16 Tibia F 
16 Tibia P 
16 Quintadena 
16 Orchestral Viols II 
16 Massed Dulcets VIII 
16 Violas Celeste III 
16 Muted Cellos Celeste II 
8 Tibia Bass (Unencl.) 
32 Waldhorn  
32 Orchestral Bassoon 
16 Tuba Horn 
16 Euphonium 
16 Contre Trompette 
16 Orchestral Muted Trumpet 
16 Diaphonic Horn 
16 Clarinet 
16 Vox Erlkönig 
16 Orchestral Bassoon 
16 Musette 
32 English Post Horn 
16 English Post Horn 
32 Diaphone 
16 Diaphone 
 
Marimba MF 
Chimes PP 
Celesta MF 
Chimes mF 
Celesta P 
Solo Chimes F 
Chrysoglott 
Chimes F 
Harp 
Bombarde Chimes FFF (Unencl.) 
Cymbelstern 
Marimba F 
Chimes FFF (Unencl.) 
Celesta F 
Glockenspiel 
Xylophone 
 
Bass Drum FFF 
Bass Drum F 
Bass Drum P 
Snare Drum FF 
Snare Drum mF 
Suspended Cymbal < > 
Tap Cymbal 
Staccato Cymbal FFF 
Staccato Cymbal F 
Crash Cymbal (Dual) 
Crash Cymbal (Single) 
Chinese Gong FF 
Chinese Gong P 
Wind Chime Strike 
Ratchet 
 
Bombarde Alternates  Solo Alternates Swell Alternates  Great Alternates 
8 Euphonium (Default) 8 2nd Orch. Horn (Default) 8 Doppel Flute (Default) 5 1/3 Fifth (Default) 
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Kinura 8,KINURA 8 
English Hn 8 so,ENG HN 8 
Basset Hn 16,BASSET 16 
Bombard 8 gt,BOMB 8 
Harm Trumpet 8 sw,HRM TPT 8 
Tuba 8 so,SO TUBA 8 
Erz Cel II 8 gt,ERZ CEL 8 
Horn Diap 8 acc,HN DIA 8 
Diapason 8 sw,SW DIA 8 
Lyric Flute 8 so,LYR FL 8 
Orch Fl 4,ORCH FL 4 
Great Chorus XVI,GT CHORUS 
Chrysoglott sw,CHRYSOGLT 
Krumet 8,KRUMET 8 
Percussion Group,PERC GR 
 
Fr Hn 8 acc,FR HN 8 
Fr Hn Cel 8 acc,HN CEL 8 
Musette 8 sw,MUSETTE 8 
Orch Basn 8 sw,OR BSN 8 
Cromorne 8 pos,CROM 8 
Tuba Hn 8 acc,TUBA HN 8 
Bomb Clar 8 gt,BOMB(4) 8 
Harm Tpt 8 sw,HRM TPT 8 
Tuba Clar 4,TU CLAR 4 
Post Horn 8 bomb,POST HN 8 
U Maris II 8 sw,UND MAR 8 
Voix Cel III 8 sw,CEL III 8 
Quintadena 8 gt,QNTADNA 8 
Flute 8 gt,GT FLT 8 
Sub Prin 8 gt,PRIN(16)8 
Great Chorus XVI,GT CHORUS 
marimba,MARIMBA 
Xylophone,XYLO 
Percussion Group,PERC GR 
 
Oboe Horn 8 acc,OBOE HN 8 
Clarinet 8 acc,CLAR 8 
Vox Humana 8,VOX 8 
Vox+Sax 8,V0X+SAX 8 
English Hn 8 so,ENG HN 8 
1st Orch Hn 8 so,ORCH HN 8 
Bombard 8 gt,BOMB 8 
Muted Cellos 16,MT CEL 16 
Tibia P 8 acc,TIB P 8 
Lyric Fl 8 so,LYR FL 8 
Diapason 8 gt,GT DIA 8 
Great Chorus XVI,GT CHORUS 
Glockenspiel,GLOCK 
Tap Cymbal,TAP CYM 
Choke Cymbal,CHK CYM 
Mixture V,MIX V 
Percussion Group,PERC GR 
 
Gamba Celeste 8,GAM CEL 8 
Sub Prin 8,PRIN(16)8 
Oboe 8 sw,OBOE 8 
Eng Hn 8 so,ENG HN 8 
1st Orch Hn 8 so,ORCH HN 8 
Euphonium 8,EUPH 8 
Bomb Clarion 8,BOMB(4) 8 
Quintana II 16,QNTANA 16 
Aquarelle III 8,AQUARL 8 
Bourdon 8,BOURD 8 
Flute d'Amour 8,FL D'A 8 
Gambe Cel II 8,SO GAMS 8 
Diapason 8 sw,SW DIA 8 
Fl Harmonique 8,FL HARM 8 
Lyric Fl 8 so,LYR FL 8 
Tibia 8 F,TIB F 8 
Marimba+Xylo,MAR+XYLO 
Chimes FFF,CHIME FFF 
Tap Cymbal,TAP CYM 
Scrape Cymbal,SCR CYM 
Percussion Group,PERC GR 
 
Positive and Accompaniment  Alternates 
1 1/7 Septième (Default) Scrape Cymbal,SCR CYM Harmonic Tpt 8 sw,HRM TPT 8 
Mixture IV,MIX IV Choke Cymbal,CHK CYM Post Horn 8 bomb,POST HN 8 
Physharmonika II,PHYS 8 II Percussion Group,PERC GR Musette 4 pos,MUSETTE 4 
Harpe Aeolienne II,HP AEOL 8 Dulcet II 8 bomb,DULC 8 II Jazz Fl Cel II 8 sw,JAZZ FL 8 
Clarinet 8 so,SO CLAR 8 U Maris II 8 sw,UND MAR 8 Violette II 4 acc,VLS II 4 
Bombard 8 gt,BOMB 8 Fl d'Amour 8 acc,FL D'A 8 Principal 8 gt,PRIN 8 
Harp so,HARP (SO) Tap Cymbal,TAP CYM Harp so,HARP (SO) 
 
 
Appendix B: The Minneapolis Kimball Stop Specification (See Ch.2)  
DRAW KNOB CONSOLE (5 manuals) 
 
         GREAT ORGAN (II)                        SWELL ORGAN (III) 
     16' Double Open Diapason      73*       16' Contra Viola Diapason     73 
     16' Bourdon                   73        16' Lieblich Gedeckt          73 
      8' First Open Diapason       73*        8' Diapason                  73 
      8' Second Open Diapason      73*        8' Violin Diapason           73 
      8' Third Open Diapason       73         8' Clarabella                73 
      8' Fourth Open Diapason      73         8' Spitz Flute               73 
      8' Melophone                 73         8' Spitz Flute Celeste       73 
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      8' Viola                     73         8' Viola da Gamba            73 
      8' Doppel Flute              73         8' Gamba Celeste             73 
      8' Gemshorn                  73         8' Salicional                73 
      8' Gemshorn Celeste          73         8' Vox Celeste               73 
      4' First Octave              73*        8' Dulcet II                146 
      4' Second Octave             73*        8' Harmonic Flute            73 
      4' Third Octave              73         8' Stopped Flute             73 
      4' Hohl Flute                73         4' Octave                    73 
  2 2/3' Twelfth                   61         4' Violina                   73 
      2' Fifteenth                 61         4' Celestina II             146 
  1 3/5' Seventeenth               61         4' Harmonic Flute            73 
  1 1/3' Nineteenth                61         2' Harmonic Flute            61 
  1 1/7' Septieme                  61         4' Dolce Cornet IV          244 
      1' Twenty-Second             61            Mixture V                305 
         Rauschquinte II          122*       16' Double Trumpet            73 
         Mixture V                305*        8' French Trumpet            73 
         Cymbel III               183*        8' Cornopean                 73 
     16' Double Trombone           73         8' Oboe                      73 
      8' Trumpet                   73         8' Vox Humana                73 
      8' Tromba                    73         4' Clarion                   73 
      4' Clarion                   73         8' Harp (Ch) 
      8' Marimba                              4' Celesta (Ch) 
      8' Harp (Ch)                               Tremolo 
      8' Chimes                                  Swell to Swell 16 
         Tremolo                                 Swell to Swell 4 
         Reed Tremolo 
         * unenclosed                            BOMBARDE ORGAN (V) 
                                             16' Bombarde                  73 
         CHOIR ORGAN (I)                      8' Tuba Magna                73 
     16' Contra Viola              73         8' Tuba                      73 
      8' English Diapason          73         4' Clarion                   73 
      8' Geigen Diapason           73            Mixture V (cornet)       305 
      8' Viola                     73        16' Piano 
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      8' Concert Flute             73         8' Piano 
      8' Forest Flute              73         4' Piano 
      8' Flute Celeste             73         8' Marimba (Gt) 
      8' Muted Violin              73         8' Marimba Harp (Gt) 
      8' Unda Maris                73         8' Harp (Ch) 
      4' Prestant                  73         4' Celesta (Ch) 
      4' Flauto Traverso           73         4' Xylophone (Ch) 
  2 2/3' Nazard                    61         2' Glockenspiel (Ch) 
      2' Piccolo                   61         2' Orchestral Bells (Ch) 
  1 3/5' Tierce                    61         8' Chimes (Gt)         
     16' Bassoon                   73 
      8' Tuba Horn                 73            PEDAL ORGAN 
      8' English Horn              73        32' Gravissima                -- 
      8' Clarinet                  73        32' Double Open Diapason      56 
      8' Piano                               32' Contra Violone            56 
      8' Harp                                16' Diaphone                  68 
         Tremolo                             16' Open Diapason (fr. 32')   -- 
         Choir to Choir 16                   16' Second Open Diapason (Gt) -- 
         Choir to Choir 4                    16' Violin Diapason (Ch)      -- 
                                             16' First Bourdon             44 
         SOLO ORGAN (IV)                     16' Second Bourdon (Gt Bdn)   -- 
      8' Diapason Stentor          73        16' Violone (fr. 32')         -- 
      8' Tibia Clausa              73        16' Gedeckt (Sw)              -- 
      8' Gross Gamba               73        16' Viola (Ch)                -- 
      8' Gross Gamba Celeste       73    10 2/3' Quinte (fr. Diaphn)       -- 
      8' Viole d'Orchestre         73         8' Diaphonic Diapason (16')  -- 
      8' Violes Celeste II        146         8' Octave (fr. 32' DOD)      -- 
      8' Hohl Flute                73         8' Stopped Flute (1st Bdn)   -- 
      4' Octave                    73         8' Flute (Gt Bdn)            -- 
      4' Solo Flute                73         8' Gedeckt (Sw)              -- 
     16' Tuba Profunda             73         8' Cello (fr. Violone)       -- 
      8' Tuba Mirabilis            73         8' Viole d'Orchestre (So)    -- 
      8' Tuba Sonora               73     5 1/3' Twelfth (fr. Diaphn)      -- 
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      8' Post Horn                 73         4' Super Octave (fr. Diaphn) -- 
      8' French Horn               73         4' Octave Flute (Gt Bdn)     -- 
      8' Saxophone                 73     3 1/5' Tierce (Gt Bdn)           -- 
      8' Musette                   73         2' Twenty-Second (Diap)      -- 
      8' Orchestral Oboe           73        32' Contra Bombarde           68 
      8' Solo Vox Humana           73        16' Bombarde (fr. 32')        -- 
      4' Clarion                   73        16' Trombone (Sw)             -- 
      8' Harp (Ch)                           16' Ophicleide (Gt)           -- 
      8' Chimes (Gt)                         16' Tuba (So)                 -- 
         Tremolo                             16' Bassoon (Ch)              -- 
         Tibia Tremolo                        8' Clarion (fr. 32')         -- 
         Vox Tremolo                          4' Octave Clarion (fr. 32')  -- 
         Solo to Solo 16                     16' Piano 
         Solo to Solo 4                       8' Piano 
                                              8' Chimes (Gt) 
 
         COMBINATION PISTONS                     COUPLERS 
         Great       1-10, C  (thumb)            Great to Pedal            8 
         Swell       1-10, C  (thumb)            Swell to Pedal            8  4 
         Choir       1-10, C  (thumb)            Choir to Pedal            8 
         Solo        1-10, C  (thumb)            Solo to Pedal             8  4 
         Bombarde     1-5, C  (thumb)            Bombarde to Pedal         8 
         Pedal       1-10     (toe)              Swell to Great        16  8  4 
         Universal   1-12, C  (thumb)            Choir to Great        16  8  4 
         Coupler Cancel       (thumb)            Solo to Great         16  8  4 
         Set                  (thumb)            Bombarde to Great         8 
                                                 Choir to Swell            8 
         REVERSIBLES                             Solo to Swell         16  8  4 
         Great to Pedal       (toe)              Swell to Choir        16  8  4 
         Swell to Pedal       (toe)              Solo to Choir             8 
         Choir to Pedal       (toe)              Great to Solo             8 
         Solo to Pedal        (toe)              Swell to Solo         16  8  4 
         Swell to Great       (thumb)            Choir Unison              (on-off) 
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         Solo to Great        (thumb)            Swell Unison              (on-off) 
         Pedal Separation     (tablet)           Solo Unison               (on-off) 
                                                 Couplers to Combinations  (on-off) 
                                                  
         REVERSIBLES (with Indicator Lights)     EXPRESSION PEDALS 
         Tremolo Cancel       (thumb)            Bombarde 
         Piano Soft           (toe lever)        Choir 
         Chimes Soft          (toe lever)        Swell 
         All Swells to Great  (toe lever)        Solo 
         Mezzo Organ          (toe lever)        Great (Master) 
         Celesta Sustain      (toe lever)        Crescendo (with indicator light) 
         Sforzando            (thumb & toe lever) 
 
 
                            THEATRE CONSOLE (4 manuals) 
 
         PEDAL                          ORCHESTRAL (II)                SOLO (III) 
     32' Diaphone (resultant)       16' Tuba                       16' Diaphone 
     16' Diaphone                   16' Contra Tibia Clausa        16' Tuba 
     16' Tuba                       16' Post Horn                  16' Contra Tibia C
lausa 
     16' Contra Tibia Clausa        16' Diaphonic Diapason (t.c)   16' Post Horn 
     16' Post Horn                  16' Bass Viole I (t.c)         16' Bass Viols III 
(t.c) 
     16' Diapason                   16' Bass Viole II (t.c)        16' Contre Viole (
t.c) 
     16' Bourdon                    16' Contre Viole (t.c)         16' Bourdon 
     16' Bassoon                    16' Bourdon                    16' Bassoon (t.c) 
      8' Trumpet                    16' Bassoon (t.c)              16' Bass Clarinet 
(t.c) 
      8' Diapason Phonon            16' Bass Clarinet (t.c)        16' Double English 
Horn (t.c) 
      8' Tuba                       16' Vox Humana (t.c)           16' Vox Humana (t.
c) 
      8' Tibia Clausa                8' Trumpet                    16' Kinura (t.c) 
      8' Post Horn                   8' Diaphonic Diapason          8' Trumpet 
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      8' Octave                      8' Tuba                        8' Diaphonic Diap
ason 
      8' Cellos III                  8' Tibia Clausa                8' Tuba 
      8' Violin                      8' Post Horn                   8' Tibia Clausa 
      8' Tibia Minor                 8' Horn Diapason               8' Post Horn 
      8' Oboe Horn                   8' Saxophone                   8' Saxophone 
      8' Clarinet                    8' Violoncello                 8' Cellos III 
      8' Flute                       8' Violins II                  8' Tibia Minor 
      4' Cornet                      8' Violin                      8' Oboe Horn 
      4' Violins III                 8' Tibia Minor                 8' Clarinet 
      4' Flute                       8' Oboe Horn                   8' English Horn 
     16' Piano                       8' Clarinet                    8' Vox Humana 
      8' Piano                       8' English Horn                8' Kinura 
         Bass Drum (Band)            8' Oboe                        8' Open Flute 
         Cymbal                      8' Vox Humana                  8' Muted Violins 
II 
         Bass Drum (Orch.)           8' Kinura                      4' Octave 
         Snare Drum Roll             8' Open Flute                  4' Cornet 
      8' Accomp. (to Pedal)          8' Muted Violins II            4' Tibia Flute 
      8' Orchestral (to Pedal)       4' Cornet                      4' Violins III 
                                     4' Tibia Flute                 4' Octave Violin 
         PEDAL 2ND TOUCH             4' Octave                      4' Flute d'Amour 
     32' Diaphone                    4' Octave Viola                4' Vox Humana 
      8' Chimes                      4' Violins II                  4' Forest Flute 
      8' Chinese Gong                4' Octave Violin               4' Muted Violins 
II 
         Persian Cymbal              4' Flute d'Amour           2 2/3' Nazard 
         Bass Drum (Band)            4' Octave Oboe                 2' Tibia Piccolo 
         Cymbal                      4' Clarinet                    2' Piccolo 
         Tympani                     4' Forest Flute            1 3/5' Tierce 
                                     4' Muted Violins II            4' Xylophone 
         ACCOMPANIMENT (I)       2 2/3' Nazard                      2' Glockenspiel 
     16' Contre Viole (t.c)          2' Super Octave                8' Percussion (to 
Solo) 
     16' Bourdon (t.c)               2' Viole Fifteenth 
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      8' Trumpet                     2' Flautino                       PERCUSSION (IV
) 
      8' Diaphonic Diapason          2' Piccolo                    16' Post Horn 
      8' Tuba                    1 3/5' Tierce                      8' Trumpet 
      8' Tibia Clausa               16' Piano                       8' Tibia Clausa 
      8' Horn Diapason               8' Piano                       8' Saxophone 
      8' Violoncello                 4' Piano                       8' English Horn 
      8' Violins II                  8' Harp                        8' Vox Humana 
      8' Violin                      4' Harp                        8' Kinura 
      8' Tibia Minor                 8' Marimba                     4' Tibia Flute 
      8' Oboe Horn                   4' Marimba                     4' Tibia Piccolo 
      8' Clarinet                    4' Xylophone                   8' Piano 
      8' English Horn                2' Xylophone                   4' Piano 
      8' Vox Humana                  8' Celesta                     8' Harp 
      8' Open Flute                  2' Glockenspiel                4' Harp 
      8' Muted Violins II            2' Orchestral Bells            8' Marimba 
      4' Cornet                         Snare Drump Tap             4' Marimba 
      4' Tibia Flute                 8' Solo (to Orch.)             4' Xylophone 
      4' Octave                  6 2/5' Solo (to Orch.)             8' Celesta 
      4' Octave Viola            5 1/3' Solo (to Orch.)             2' Glockenspiel 
      4' Flute d'Amour           4 3/5' Solo (to Orch.)             2' Orchestral Bel
ls 
      4' Octave Oboe                 4' Solo (to Orch.)             8' Chimes 
      4' Vox Humana II 
      4' Forest Flute                   ORCHESTRAL 2ND TOUCH           COMBINATIONS 
      4' Muted Violins II           16' Diaphone                       Orchestral     
1-10, C * 
  2 2/3' Nazard                     16' Tuba                           Accompaniment  
1-10, C * 
      2' Violin Fifteenth           16' Contra Tibia Clausa            Solo           
1-10, C * 
      2' Piccolo                    16' Post Horn                      Percussion     
1-10, C * 
     16' Piano                      16' Double English Horn            Pedal (toe)    
1-10 
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      8' Piano                       8' Trumpet                        Universal       
1-7, C 
      4' Piano                       8' Diaphone                       * 2nd touch ad
ds Pedal 
      8' Harp                        8' Tibia Clausa 
      4' Harp                        2' Glockenspiel                   VIBRATOS 
      4' Xylophone                   8' Chimes                         Foundation 
      8' Marimba                        Snare Drum Roll                Brass 
      4' Marimba                     8' Solo (to Orch.)                Woodwind 
      8' Celesta                                                       String 
         Snare Drum Roll                PISTONS                        Tibia 
         Snare Drum Tap                 Bird 1                         Tuba 
         Muffled Drum                   Bird 2                         Vox 
         Chinese Gong Roll              Sleigh Bells 1 
         Chinese Block Tap              Sleigh Bells 2                 GENERAL 
         Tom Tom                        Siren                          Drums On 
         Castantets                     Fire Gong                      Traps Cancel 
         Tambourine                     Factory Gong                   Vibrato Cancel 
         Shuffle                        Auto Horn                      Expression Can
cel* 
      8' Orchestral (to Accomp.)        Door Bell                      Tremolo Cancel
* 
                                        Telephone Bell                 Triangle Toe S
tud 
         ACCOMPANIMENT 2ND TOUCH        Locomotive Whistle             Glass Crash To
e Stud 
      8' Tuba                           Steamboat Whistle              Bird Call Toe 
Stud 
      8' Tibia Clausa                   Surf                           * with indicat
or light 
      8' Post Horn                      Aeroplane 
      8' Cellos III                                                    EXPRESSION 
      8' Oboe Horn                      TOE LEVERS                     Expression Ped
al 1 
      8' Clarinet                       Chinese Gong Roll 1st touch    Expression Ped
al 2 
      4' Tibia Flute                    Chinese Gong Stroke 2nd touch  Expression Ped
al 3 
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      2' Glockenspiel                   Perc. Cymbal Roll 1st touch    Expression Ped
al 4 (Master) 
      8' Chimes                         Perc. Cymbal Stroke 2nd touch  Crescendo Peda
l (w/ind. light) 
         Snare Drum Roll                Thunder Soft Roll 
         Chinese Block Roll             Thunder Crash                  Cresc. & Sforz
. on Orch. on-off 
         Triangle                       Grand Crash                    Cresc. & Sforz
. on Accomp. on-off 
         Bird                                                          Cresc. & Sforz
. on Solo on-off 
      8' Solo (to Accomp.)              REVERSIBLE TOE LEVERS          Cresc. & Sforz
. on Perc. on-off 
      4' Solo (to Accomp.)                with indicator lights: 
                                        Celesta Sustain 
                                        Muffled Drum 
                                        Piano Soft  
                                        Chimes Sustain 
                                        Chimes Soft 
                                        Master Pedal Lock 
                                        Sforzando 
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